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Abstract.
The problem of steady-state crack propagation under antiplane strain in a 
Maxwell liquid is considered, using the critical crack opening displacement 
fracture criterion and incorporating a finite craze zone over which cohesive 
forces act. Stress and displacement fields are obtained by use of the Wiener- 
Hopf technique, and from these plots of nominal stress intensity factor and 
work-rate of applied tractions are generated, demonstrating variation with 
respect to the craze zone length (the energy absorbed by the zone being held 
constant) and relaxation time (relative to a characteristic timescale). The curves 
for a finite craze zone size deviate considerably from those near the sharp crack 
limit.
Quasi-static crack propagation in a standard linear solid is investigated for two 
different crack geometries, one semi-infinite, the other finite. Viscoelastic dis­
placements are obtained from their elastic counterparts by use of a correspon­
dence principle. The fracture initiation time is evaluated in each case, and from 
this it is possible to deduce quasi-static crack motion is possible in a certain 
range of loading for a viscoelastic material. Time histories of the crack tip 
position are evaluated from the fracture criterion equation using numerical 
methods.
The method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to investigate accelerat­
ing crack growth in a standard linear solid (in the subsonic velocity range). The 
outer problem is found to reduce to the elastic accelerating crack problem in 
Mode IH, while the inner problem is one of steady-state motion. Stress inten­
sity factor matching is performed for various choices of crack face loading.
This thesis is concluded with an extension of the steady-state work on the 
Maxwell liquid to the standard linear solid, and treatments of the inner matched 
expansions problem for the supersonic range of the latter material and for the 
subsonic range of the power law material.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction.
This thesis concerns itself with time-dependent crack propagation problems in 
linear viscoelastic materials. There are two sources of time-dependence: one is 
inertia (mathematically the second time derivative of displacement as appears in 
the equations of motion) and the other is the viscoelasticity itself, i.e the relaxa­
tion function(s) or creep function(s) vary with time, unlike in the elastic case.
There are a number of crack propagation models that can be set up depending 
on the presence or otherwise of certain ingredients. The central three of these 
are the nature of the loading on the crack (or on the adjacent intact material), 
the specimen geometry and whether or not a craze zone is present ahead of the 
actual crack. In addition, a choice of relaxation function has to be made, and 
also a fracture criterion: the constant crack opening displacement criterion is a 
natural choice when a craze zone is included in the model.
For simplicity, the work contained in this thesis is based solely on Mode in  
(antiplane strain) loading, or in other words, shearing or tearing. The problems 
tackled, which do not include the presence of inertia, could relatively easily be 
generalised to Mode I, the opening mode of loading. This, however, is not the 
case when inertia is taken into account. Either crack face traction loading or 
remote loading (at infinity) are utilised in various problems. In the former case, 
a step function is chosen as a means of reducing the multiplicity of the 
integrals present by one.
All the work is done using either semi-infinite (primarily) or double-ended 
cracks in an infinite medium. This removes the complications that would other­
wise result from wave reflection effects at the boundaries of a finite specimen, 
but limits the approximate validity of the results to pieces of material of large
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dimension relative to a characteristic length based on, for Mode HI, the shear 
wave speed for the material and its relaxation time.
A significantly novel aspect of the work presented is the incorporation of a 
finite, as opposed to infinitesimal, craze zone, also variously referred to, among 
other terminology, as a Dugdale or failure zone. This is an intermediate zone 
between the actual physical crack tip and the, as yet, intact material on the line 
of the crack. Although this is observed in certain polymers e.g. in PMMA (per­
spex) to be three-dimensional in nature, for the purposes of mathematical 
modelling it is customarily taken to be represented by a one-dimensional strip 
of cohesive forces. Taking a constant cohesive stress over this zone makes the 
resulting mathematics less complicated, but this is not a prerequisite of the 
model. Physically, a craze zone can be thought of as a set of fibrils keeping 
together the two faces of what will be the next section of crack if there is any 
further propagation, i.e. it is an intermediate failure zone. Mathematically, the 
craze zone is treated as if it were an integral part of the crack.
The primary choices of relaxation function made for this thesis are those of the 
Maxwell liquid and standard linear solid, although a feasibility study of what is 
possible with the power law material appears in chapter 6. The Maxwell liquid 
is the most rudimentary example of a viscoelastic material. Although it does 
not have a finite long-time modulus, and so cannot be considered to be a solid, 
nevertheless it possesses the essential attributes of a viscoelastic material, and 
its very mathematical simplicity makes much analytic progress possible which 
would be a non-starter for more realistic materials. The results obtained from 
this material, although coming from a highly artificial model, do in fact give 
some idea as to what behaviour may be expected from more realistic materials.
The standard linear solid has the simplest, usable relaxation function that 
models a solid: it has finite short and long-time moduli. However, containing 
only three parameters, it does not possess sufficient complexity to realistically 
model an actual polymer (this is thought to need at least a four or five parame­
ter model (Bland, I960)). Abstract generalisations of the standard linear solid’s 
constitutive equation are a possibility, but are algebraically unwieldy. There­
fore, there is a conflict between realistic modelling and mathematical tractabil- 
ity, with the result that much of the work presented here is semi-analytic in 
nature.
Contained in chapter 2 is the Maxwell liquid analogue of Willis’ 1967 paper on 
steady state crack motion in a standard linear solid. Steady-state crack propaga­
tion problems are the least troublesome of all types involving inertia because 
the time-dependence can be masked by a change of variable, making solution 
of the equations of motion possible by use of the Wiener-Hopf technique, a 
process based fundamentally on analytic continuation. Apart from its simplicity, 
the choice of the Maxwell liquid is motivated by Freund and Hutchinson’s 
1985 paper on high strain-rate crack growth in an elastic-plastic material. In 
chapter 2, formulae are derived for stress and displacement in an infinite body 
containing a semi-infinite crack with its faces loaded by step function surface 
tractions. These are used to generate curves of nominal stress intensity factor 
and work-rate of loading stresses per unit of crack extension vs velocity. 
Although not absolutely guaranteeing correctness, elastic and quasi-static limits 
are taken of the computed quantities and these are found to agree with well 
established or easily derivable results. Also, the sharp crack, or as it is referred 
to subsequently, the Griffith limit is investigated: this limit is taken while keep­
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ing the total energy absorbed by the craze zone constant
Chapter 3 contains an investigation of the quasi-static growth of a semi-infinite 
crack in a standard linear solid. The model includes a craze zone and transient 
motion arising solely from viscoelastic effects. However, for the chosen load­
ing, the motion is found to tend to a steady state eventually. Application of the 
fracture criterion to the displacement, which is calculated using Graham’s 
(1968) extended correspondence principle, is used to derive a formula for frac­
ture initiation time. This quantity is the interval which elapses from the onset of 
loading to the commencement of crack motion. From its formula, it is possible 
to ascertain the range of loading stresses for which it is possible to have motion 
in the absence of inertia, and above which the motion must become dynamic 
(then the present analysis becomes inadequate). An expression for the terminal 
velocity can also be derived. Further progress can be made with degenerate 
cases of the standard linear solid, such as the Maxwell liquid and Voigt solid, 
and it is shown how some of the results can be interpreted as specific instances 
of an equation derived for the case of a general viscoelastic material with finite 
short and long-time moduli under time-independent loading. Chapter 3 can be 
considered as complementary to the quasi-static work of Knauss (1970) and 
Schapery (1975) which contained infinitesimal craze zones and numerous 
approximations - the present work concentrates instead on attempting to solve 
the non-standard integro-differential controlling equation, which has the added 
complication of history, by a mixture of numerical techniques.
The finite or double-ended crack analogue of the model in chapter 3 is exam­
ined in chapter 4, with the important exception that the loading has changed in 
view of the new geometry. There are several papers by Graham (1969,1975)
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that address the problem of whether or not a finite crack will extend in the 
absence of inertia under a certain loading. The current model is more compli­
cated as it involves craze zones at either end of the crack, and that an attempt 
is made to predict the extent of the symmetrically growing crack as a function 
of time. An analytic argument to approach Graham’s conclusions from the 
starting point of the viscoelastic equations in this chapter is given: these were 
that quasi-static crack growth in a viscoelastic material is not possible in the 
case of a Griffith crack and in the absence of inertia.
The problem of an accelerating semi-infinite crack in an infinite medium is 
tackled by the method of matched asymptotic expansions in chapter 5. The 
underlying motivation for this approach is that the only reasonably simple solu­
tion (for stresses and displacements) in the literature for an accelerating crack is 
Kostrov’s 1966 paper for a crack in an elastic medium under antiplane strain. 
There are more complicated solutions for the corresponding Mode I problem by 
Freund (1972a,b, 1973) for various special loadings and by Kostrov (1974) for 
general loading. Atkinson and Coleman (1977) treat a series of mechanical 
problems by matched asymptotic expansions, the second of which is a steady- 
state semi-infinite crack propagating in a standard linear solid. The author 
knows of no viscoelastic solutions for accelerating cracks.
On applying the matched asymptotic expansions technique to the problem, it 
transpires that the outer problem is identically Kostrov’s. The inner problem is 
of standard steady-state type and can be dealt with by the techniques of chapter
2. Since the outer limit of the inner problem and vice-versa are equal, it is rea­
sonable to match stress intensity factors from the outer and inner problems. 
This is done for various elementary choices of crack face loading on the
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macroscopic scale, generating curves of crack tip position vs time.
Chapter 6 first deals with a hybridised extension of some of the problems of 
chapters 2 and 5 for the case of the standard linear solid. It goes on to investi­
gate how much of the technique used for that choice of relaxation function can 
be carried through for the power law material, in view of Walton’s 1987 work 
on the energy-release rate of general viscoelastic materials. The differences in 
behaviour observed between the two materials are primarily accounted for by 
the fact that the power law material does not have a finite short-time modulus. 
This thesis is concluded with a summary of what has been achieved and some 
suggestions as to what could still be done in this area.
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Chapter 2 - Dynamic crack growth in a Maxwell liquid.
1. Background to and description of problem.
Freund and Hutchinson (1985), using approximate analysis, investigated high 
strain-rate crack growth in an elastic-plastic material - the terminology arising 
because the strain-rates in the vicinity of the crack tip are so large as to offset 
any propagation slowdown effects attributable to rate-dependent plasticity. Con­
tained within their model are three zones of material, described by different 
constitutive relations, radiating outwards from the crack tip and defined in 
terms of strain-rate intervals: two of these describe the material behaviour in 
the plastic zone. In the highest strain-rate range, a plastic strain-rate increase is 
linearly proportional to a stress increase. Employing certain approximations to 
calculate the plastic strain-rates and utilising K-field type remote loading, a 
relation between the near tip and remote fields (or, equivalently, between the 
corresponding energy release rates) is derived. The authors employ a critical 
near-tip energy release rate criterion to obtain a crack propagation equation. 
From this it turns out that the whole process, as approximated, is essentially 
controlled by a single non-dimensional combination of material constants, 
which is much simpler than what one might expect from such a problem.
Freund, Hutchinson and Lam (1986) give a concise summary of the analysis 
contained in the previously mentioned paper, and conduct a numerical investi­
gation into its validity, essentially based on the finite element method. Plastic 
zone shapes for the two strain-rate ranges are computed. A check on the com­
putations was carried out by evaluating the path-independent J-integral for a 
number of contours surrounding the crack tip (this integral measures the energy 
flux into the immediate crack tip region under suitably defined conditions).
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They conclude by acknowledging deficiencies in the approximate analysis for 
temperatures above those for which cleavage crack growth is known to occur, 
but otherwise they demonstrate the effectiveness of the modelling contained in 
the 1985 paper.
A similar set-up to that of the aforementioned authors is investigated in this 
chapter. The material description chosen is that of a Maxwell liquid, this result­
ing from taking the dominant term of the constitutive equation from their paper 
in the region of the plastic zone nearest the crack tip (i.e. the region 
corresponding to the highest strain-rate range of the three). The analysis con­
tained in this chapter is different in that the same rate-dependent constitutive 
equation is taken in all of the material as opposed to only in the zone within 
which strain-rates are high. This reduces the problem to a linear one which can 
be solved explicitly. Apart from the wish to facilitate comparison with the work 
of Freund and Hutchinson, the choice of the material representation is governed 
in part by the need to minimise the scale of the computations. A set of more 
realistic calculations for the standard linear solid for the same problem appears 
in section 1 of chapter 6.
A new feature of the present analysis is the consideration of the effects of a 
finite cohesive zone, in which a constant cohesive stress a 0 acts, whose extent 
may be comparable with the length scale of the applied loads. A critical crack 
opening displacement fracture criterion is used. When a 0 is sufficiently large, 
this is demonstrated to reduce to the energy release-rate criterion (Willis, 
1967a, contains a comparison of the Griffith and Barenblatt fracture criteria, 
which essentially is what is present here). Finite G0 provides a rudimentary 
model of a craze zone such as exists adjacent to a crack tip in a viscoelastic
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polymer. The solution to be presented thus serves the dual purpose of providing 
an explicit realisation of the near-tip situation discussed in Freund and Hutchin­
son (1985), and of assessing the influence of a craze zone during dynamic frac­
ture of a polymer.
There is a small but significant literature on dynamic steady-state crack propa­
gation in viscoelastic materials, and more often than not the material chosen is 
the standard linear solid. However, there are relatively few papers that include 
transient effects. The first paper in the category is thought to be Atkinson and 
List’s 1972 treatment of a semi-infinite crack which starts growing with uni­
form velocity at time r=0: the authors, by use of the Fourier transform for the 
spatial variable and the Laplace transform for time, reduce the problem to that 
of solving a Wiener-Hopf equation. The (time-dependent) stress intensity factor 
is evaluated for the Maxwell liquid (as it is referred to throughout this thesis) 
and the standard linear solid.
Willis (1967b) used the Wiener-Hopf technique to solve for stress and displace­
ment fields for steady-state motion in antiplane strain. This paper apparently 
gives the first solution to any moving boundary value problem in the dynamic 
theory of crack propagation in viscoelastic materials. There are also a series of 
contributions as regards steady-state propagation in a two-dimensional strip of 
standard linear solid. Atkinson and Popelar (1979) dealt with the Mode in  
problem as treated by Atkinson and Coleman (1977) in a limiting case for 
Mode I as part of a series of problems on the application of matched asymp­
totic expansions to linear viscoelasticity theory. Numerical, as opposed to ana­
lytic, factorisation of the Wiener-Hopf equation proves to be necessary. 
Popelar and Atkinson (1980) deal with the more general Mode I problem, their
- 10-
results agreeing closely with the asymptotic formulae of Atkinson and Cole­
man. The standard technique of introducing potential functions to separate out 
the equations resulting from a Mode I problem is employed by the latter 
authors.
Having reformulated the Wiener-Hopf problem as a Riemann-Hilbert problem, 
and considering a general viscoelastic material subject to certain analytic condi­
tions on the relaxation function, Walton (1982) obtained expressions for stress 
fields in the plane of the crack as well as the stress intensity factor. The tech­
nique rests on the mapping properties of a certain coefficient function which 
appears in the Riemann-Hilbert equation of the reformulated problem. His 
work includes an infinitesimal cohesive zone, and so there is scope for com­
parison with some of the material presented in this work, which incorporates a 
finite zone. Throughout this thesis, the Wiener-Hopf technique is used. There 
is little, if anything, to distinguish the two methods. The current work is com­
putationally displacement intensive, in view of the fracture criterion chosen, and 
Walton acknowledges that very little can in general be done to rework a raw 
displacement formula (for a point on the crack line) into a useful form. When 
using the Wiener-Hopf technique for materials other than those with simple 
relaxation function forms, numerical factorisation is found to be necessary.
Similar techniques were used by Walton to solve the corresponding problem for 
a layer of general viscoelastic material (1985) and to derive an expression for 
the energy release rate (1988). Herrmann and Walton (1988) add an 
infinitesimal craze zone to Atkinson and List’s 1972 transient model, and treat 
the problem using Walton’s Riemann-Hilbert techniques. They found that the 
presence or absence of a failure zone affects the ERR (energy-release rate) con­
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siderably, and they state that this has important implications as far as making 
stability inferences from a critical ERR criterion is concerned.
In this chapter, steady-state motion with uniform velocity V is studied, the 
crack faces being loaded with stresses travelling in tandem. Only antiplane 
strain (Mode HI) is considered, and body forces are ignored. The Wiener-Hopf 
technique is used to solve for stress and displacement in the manner of Willis 
(1967b) which dealt with a parallel calculation for the standard linear solid. The 
loading is then specialised to a step function to enable a simpler formula (in 
terms of single integrals) for the displacement to be obtained. Plots of the work 
performed by the loading forces, per unit of crack extension (which is analo­
gous to G as used by Freund and Hutchinson), vs Vy crack velocity, are drawn,
showing a similar U-shape to the -----  vs V curves of those authors. The
Gtip
behaviour at V=0 is consistent with the relation K 2=2\i G, since, for the 
Maxwell liquid, p -»0  as r— (treating p as a function of time) and K, the 
stress intensity factor, is finite.
2. Solution of the moving boundary problem by the Wiener-Hopf tech­
nique.
The constitutive equations for the Maxwell liquid (in shear) are
p-r— =d(-3+ — , i=l ,2,  (2.1)oxi r*
where w=w(x1 ,x2 ,0 =M3 is the 3-component of displacement, Gj3, i=l ,2 are 
the two non-zero components of the stress tensor, p is a shear modulus and f* 
is the relaxation time.
Equation (2.1) can be written as
- 12-
a i3~ ^ l  J  Gi(t-t')defi(tf)y i — 1, 2,  (2.2)
—o©
where * denotes Riemann-Stieltjes convolution,
s
Gi(5)=2ne  '• (2.3)
is the relaxation function, and
e‘i = 2 ^ '  i=1,2, (2‘4)
are the only two non-zero (infinitesimal) strains. 
Substituting (2.4) into (2.2) leads to
a i3= - i- -£ - (G1*dw), /=1,2. (2.5)
The only non-trivial equation of motion is
_ . _ d2w ^
a 1 3 ,l+ a 2 3 ,2 - P “^ " »  (2 -6 )
where e.g. , 1 denotes differentiation with respect to jq .
Substituting for stresses from (5), the following equation in w is obtained:
Now consider the following moving boundary problem:
Solve equation (2.7) subject to
<*23(*i>0,t)=f{xx-V t ) 9 x l -V t< 0, (2.8a)
w(jc! ,0 ,0= 0 , (2.8b)
a,y(x1,jc2,0 -> 0  as y]xi+x2 ->°°. (2.8c)
Equation (2.8a) describes the crack being driven by a following applied traction
/ .  A solution with the following properties is desired:
w(x1 ,x2,t)=w(x,y)=w(x,-y), (2.9)
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where x -x ^ -V t,  y=x2. In view of the anti-symmetry with respect to y, we need 
consider only y>0.
Rewriting the boundary value problem in the new variables, the number of
d dindependent variables is reduced to two since — =-V — .
ot ox
We thus require to solve
T(I H £ xgi^ >-pv» 0  (2,0)
subject to
where now
O2 3 (*.0 )= y -^ - (G 1»dw)=/(jc), x<0, (2.11a)
w>(jc,0)=0, x>0, (2.11b)
Oij(x ,y)—>0 as ^lx2+y2 —>oot (2.11c)
Gl *dw=-\Gl ( ^ - ^ - ) d w ( x ’). (2.12)
X
As in Willis (1967b), assume that solutions satisfy
|w(^,y)|<M1Vj:,y, (2.13a)
oo
\\<5r i(xM dx< M 1 (2.13b)
0
for some Ml ,M2gR and
>)







W_(p,y)= J  eVxw(x,y)dx, (2.14b)
— oo
which are analytic for Im (p)> -k , Im(/?)<0 respectively, in view of (2.13c).
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w(p,y)= j  e lPxw{xfy)dx









where c is the shear wave speed.
(2.15) is a second order linear ordinary differential equation, 























Equation (2.20a) is now solved by the Wiener-Hopf technique for W_(p,0) and 
0+(p). First we solve for a load of the form
f (x )= g(k)e -°* , x<0, (2.22)
and then generate the result for general /  by superposition as the problem is
linear. For this simple / ,
F- ( p ) = r f ^ li(p-X) (2.23)
The branch cuts chosen are -«»<Re(/?)< and 0<Re(p)<«». If the Wiener-a







0 , + i A ^a
1 1
(p+i— j A (X+i— )'A a a
(2.24)
the left (right) hand side is analytic for Im(/?)<0 ( > - k ). By analytic continua­
tion and Liouville’s Theorem (using conditions (2.13a,b) to prove bounded­
ness), both sides identically vanish.
This gives
W_(p, 0)=-
g a ) ( -± -+ ip )





. b Vi/ ? + / -





A general stress can be expressed in the form
/(* )= T ““ J e ***<& J f(u)du . (2.27)
The inner integral plays the part of g(>*) in the previous formulae, and invert­
ing the transforms (using Erdelyi et al, 1954) yields a 23(*,0), *>0 and 
w(- j ,0) ,  s>0.
After inverting the transforms and evaluating some integrals, the following for­
mulae for stress and displacement are derived:
Appendix 1 gives a sample of the techniques used to deal with the integrals in 
this chapter.










and Ki is a modified Bessel function of the second kind.
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3. Asymptotic results.
Using a result relating the value of a function at «> to the value of its transform 
at 0 (Lighthill, 1958), it is possible to deduce asymptotic results for w(x,y) as
X —»±oo.
As x —»-oo,
, , ki* e - v t - w ^ y d p
w(x,y)— T— I  m —. (3.1)2tc _J_0i p
where
k=— ±  f e r f c J ^ " ' - u j A)f(u)du.  (3.2)
\ib Vt, __ v a
Although no large parameter is now involved, the integral in (3.1) can be 
evaluated by the method of steepest descent and the use of the standard Laplace 
transform







This yields the formula
w (x ,y )~ 2 k( -x )* e -^ \< 2 ae2a\ t f c ' f 2 a I — (3.5)
7t
where now
‘■’ ■ s R -  (3-6»
From this it can be shown that w(x,y)—*0 as This latter fact can be
shown independently by proving
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V/sT>0, 38>0 s.t.|w(x,;y)|<8 V|y|>^T (for x  fixed). (3.7)
This requires the displacement formulae (2.30,31) together with the asymptotic
behaviour of K\ for large values.
When y=0, formula (3.5) reduces to
—'IkW(*,0)---- =Z-(-x)VlH (-x )  as *->-«■, (3.8)
k a
the result obtained by taking the leading term in W_(p,0), i.e. the term propor­
tional to —372".
P
Since w(jc,y)—>0 as y — for x  fixed and as jc—»+©o for y fixed, the value of 
the path-independent J-integral defined (for Mode III) by
J ^ i W d x i - C n ^ j j L d s ) ,  (3.9a)
where
W ^ d e y ,  (3.9b)
could in principle be calculated solely on the values of stresses and displace­
ments as x —»©o, but this is not attempted here due to the complexity of the
integrals involved. Equation (3.9a) defines a special case of the J-integral given 
by Willis (1975), whose more general formula includes heat flux.
4. Specialisation to step function loads.
The step function
/ ( * ) = ’
- a 0, -d<x<0
F, -(d+L)<x<-d  (4.1)
0, x<-(d+L)
provides for both a shearing stress along a length L  of the crack from the crack 
tip x= -d  and a cohesive stress - a 0 from the crack tip to the end of the 
cohesive zone at x=0. A relation between F  and c 0 is established by specifying
- 19-




i - f & — °- <42)
erfV (-d)
(4.3)
CTo er f^ ( - (d+ L)) -er f^ ( -d )  
a a
Evaluating (2.28a) in integrated form for the step function given by equation
(4.1) leads to
w(-*,0)---- ^ 7 r M 1(i)+ S 1(j)} (4.4)
7U|\£Ln
where
A l (s )= -2 e x p ( - -d )H (s ,d , l ) ( l+ — (d)) a C0
+2exp ( - — (d+L))H(.s,d+L, 1 )— (<()> (4.5)
a o0
, 1
S i( s ) = - ^ - /4 1( / ) * '
V t , 0
= - ± - { ~ e x p ( - - d ) H ( s , d , W + — (d))
Vt* 3 d Cq
+ ± e x p ( - - ( d + L ) ) H ( S,d+L,3) —  (d)} (4.6)
3 a C0
and H (s ,x ,a ) is defined as
f  exp(—v) ^  V\  dv. (4.7)
I  a (x - v ) A
Formula (4.4) was checked by taking elastic (f*—>©°) and static (p —>0) limits 
and these were in agreement with known results.
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5. Computations
Figure 2.1 shows w(-d,0)=^-COD,  considered as a function of Dugdale zone
length d and velocity V (the term COD is an abbreviation for crack opening 
displacement, widely used in fracture mechanics; it is used here by analogy 
even although the crack shears rather than opens). A family of w(-d ,0;V)  vs 
V curves was plotted for various values of d, the other values being 
L=8,c=r* = ji=Go=l. At fixed V , COD is a monotone increasing function of d. 
For fixed d, the increasing behaviour of the curves as V-*c  is similar to that of 
the corresponding linear elastic curves, the difference being in what happens as 
V—>0. In the elastic case, the curve tends to a finite static value as V—>0, and 
is monotone increasing on the interval (0,c). In contrast, a Maxwell liquid can 
creep indefinitely, leading to a large COD when V is small.
g
Using the fracture criterion COD=8 (8 constant), the equation w(-d,0)=—
was solved numerically (using bisection) for each V, yielding a value of d. The 
corresponding values of K=K(d,V), nominal stress intensity factor, are plotted 
in Figure 2.2 for various o0,8 pairs such that o08=2y, where y  is the surface 
energy per unit width. It may be noted that
2 j - a 0wdx=2a0V j  -^< & = 2a0V[w(0)-w(-<f ) ]= -a 08V (5.1)
-d -d °X
so o08 represents the energy dissipated in the Dugdale zone per unit of crack
extension. K  is defined by K=2'\ l— F^L.  Figure 2.2 was generated for the
v K
values a=0.125 and }i=l, where a  is a dimensionless parameter defined by 
ct+
a = -— . All the curves tend to the origin, except in the limit a 0 —»°° withLt
<y08=2y. The monotone increasing nature of the K  vs V graphs implies that
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crack motion is stable at all speeds Ve(0,c) for the particular value of a  
chosen. Increasing a  makes the material more elastic, and a decreasing section 
appears in each of the K  vs V curves in an ever larger interval strictly contained 
in ( O y C ) :  this behaviour is exhibited in Figure 2.5.
The total work done by the applied loading is
-d
2 |  Fwdx=2FV[w(-(d+L))-w(-d)].  (5.2)
-(d+L)
The corresponding total work done by the applied loading, per unit of crack 
extension, 2F[w(-(d+L))-w(-d)]  is plotted against V in Figure 2.3, again for 
various Go ,5 such that a 05=2y and <x=0.125, |i= l. This total work per unit of 
extension corresponds to the total rate of energy absorption, both by viscoelas­
tic dissipation in the bulk of the material and by absorption of energy in the 
craze zone, and is analogous to the overall energy release-rate in the sense used 
by Freund and Hutchinson (1985). The latter quantity, G08=2y, is also plotted 
in Figure 2.3, and is seen to represent only a small fraction of the total energy 
absorbed. Stored energy does not enter into the energy balance as it is constant, 
this being a steady-state problem. Walton (1987) defined the energy release rate 
G as the work done by cohesive forces: thus in Walton’s terminology, G=g05 
for the present model.
As Gq increases, the curves converge to what we choose to call the Griffith 
limit, in which the cohesive zone shrinks to a point but nevertheless a finite 
amount of energy, 2y per unit of crack extension is absorbed there. This can be 
viewed either as plastic dissipation or, alternatively, the cohesive stress G0 can 
be regarded as resisting the breaking of bonds and hence giving rise to a 
specific surface energy y. The curves demonstrate that a finite yielding zone
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(with a 0 small) induces more dissipation throughout the material than does the 
Griffith limit, except for small V. As a 0 increases, the domain of the stable 
branch of the curves (V>Vmin, the velocity where the minimum is attained) is 
reduced. However, Figure 2.2 suggested that crack motion is stable for all velo­
cities (with small a) with the dead loading that we have been using. A precise 
stability comparison with Freund and Hutchinson’s work is made difficult by 
the differences in loading, and the nonlinearity which is present in that model.
In Figure 2.4, having fixed a 0=100 and 8=0.01, u  is varied to demonstrate the 
decrease in viscous dissipation (en route from the loading zone to the plastic 
zone) with increasing r* (as f* — the constitutive equation tends to
(Tj'3 —2 P-^ j'3 , (5.3)
which is the case of linear elasticity, where there is no viscous dissipation).
Walton’s work also includes a finite cohesive zone, but considers exponential 
forms for both the applied loading and the cohesive stresses. Unlike the current 
model, the zones of application for the two types of loading are not disjoint,
CLf
and the assumption is made that e=— « 1  where af ,ae are length scales asso-
a e
dated with the cohesive stresses and applied loads respectively. An expression 
is derived for the energy release rate, and this is mainly studied as a function of 
crack speed for the cases of a standard linear solid and power law material, 
when e « l .  Walton chooses to base stability inferences on the energy release 
rate. This leads, in general, to different conclusions than those based on the 
shape of K  vs V curves. However it can be demonstrated relatively easily that 
these two different bases for deciding stability are equivalent in certain cir­
cumstances. The parameter analogous to a  in the present work would be
- 2 3 -
e = ~ .  Of course a strict stability analysis must depend explicitly on the precise
loading conditions and should also allow for non-steady motion. A limited case 
is taken up in chapter 5. The work of the present chapter is less general than 
that of Walton in that it concentrates on a Maxwell liquid but the case of finite 
Gq and 8 (and hence d) is considered so that deviations from the limit e «  1 are 
shown explicitly.
Figure 2.5 shows a series of nominal stress intensity factor vs V plots for vary­
ing values of a  (o0=10,S=l, p.= l): these are computed for choices of a  
slightly above the transition value where these particular curves lose their 
monotone increasing nature (as exhibited in Figure 2.2 for oc=0.125). As a  is 
progressively increased, the curves take on a predominantly monotone decreas­
ing appearance (except at either end of the interval). In the elastic limit, the 
graph would be decreasing on the entire interval, so transitional behaviour of 
the sort observed in Figure 2.5 is consistent with the limiting case and the 
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Chapter 3: Quasi-static crack growth in viscoelastic materials.
1. Introduction
This chapter considers the conditions under which non-uniform crack growth in 
a viscoelastic medium, in the absence of inertia, is possible. The primary 
material model considered is the standard linear solid, but certain aspects of 
behaviour can be analysed more explicitly for the cases of the Maxwell liquid 
and, to a lesser extent, the Voigt solid. Attention is focused on the semi­
infinite geometry and the analysis is restricted to the case of antiplane strain 
(Mode III).
The displacement fields on which the subsequent numerical solution of the 
crack motion problems is based are derived from the corresponding elastic 
fields by means of an extended correspondence principle (Graham, 1968). A 
strip of cohesive forces, of the type introduced into elastoplastic fracture by 
Dugdale (1960) and Bilby, Cottrell and Swinden (1963) to simulate a craze 
zone, is incorporated into the model. It is therefore appropriate to employ a 
constant crack opening displacement (COD) fracture criterion to fix the path of 
the crack tip in (x,t) space. On differentiation, the character of the controlling 
equation for crack tip position as a function of time is found to be integro- 
differential with history, and this necessitates use of a combination of numerical 
techniques in order to obtain a solution.
The literature contains a large number of papers on quasi-static fracture of 
viscoelastic materials, certainly in comparison to the number of dynamic coun­
terparts. In 1973, Knauss published a comprehensive review article entitled 
"The Mechanics of Polymer Fracture" which summarises the known work at 
that time in this particular subject area, and includes many papers which treat
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aspects of the subject from a materials science perspective. At that time, most 
analytic work on cracks in viscoelastic materials excluded inertial considera­
tions. In keeping with the nature of this thesis, attention will be restricted to a 
sample of those papers which include an analytic stress derivation.
Williams (1965), using an energy balance (Griffith) approach, investigated the 
initiation and subsequent growth of a spherical cavity in a viscoelastic material: 
although this is not failure of crack type as considered throughout this thesis, it 
does bring out the influence of viscoelasticity in the process (the inclusion of 
inertia considerations proves difficult). The paper by Kostrov and Nikitin 
(1970) is considerable in scope, dealing with many aspects of quasi-static frac­
ture, including in particular extensive sections on the Griffith criterion. The 
important point is made that not all possible fracture criteria lead to the same 
result, and the effects of what is usually called the Dugdale (or Barenblatt) 
model are investigated. For this latter case, a relationship between fracture ini­
tiation time and the level of loading is derived. This is explicitly carried out for 
the standard linear solid later in this chapter. A large, book-style article by 
Knauss (1972) is similar in style of presentation to the last paper: it is exten­
sively discursive in nature, and, in view of its author, gives a mixed perspective 
on the subject, taking into account experimental work. Wnuk and Knauss 
(1970) employ a penny-shaped crack geometry, modelling the adjacent crazing 
by Crochet’s viscoplasticity theory: expressions are derived for the fracture ini­
tiation time for time-dependent and time-independent plasticity. Knauss and 
Dietmann use an energy balance (thermodynamic power) equation to obtain a 
nonlinear differential equation relating the speed of the crack tip to a near tip 
stress intensity factor history: it is proves possible to simplify this equation to a
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more amenable form in certain circumstances. Mueller and Knauss (1971) con­
sider crack propagation in an infinite linearly viscoelastic strip: as tends to be 
the case with papers of this vintage, an energy balance equation is set up, and 
comparisons are made with experimental data using Solithane 113.
A decade later, Nikitin (1984) used a thermo-mechanical quasi-static approach 
and a Griffith type criterion to investigate fracture in linear viscoelastic materi­
als. The crack is deemed to be stable for one of the loading types considered 
and unstable for the other. Nikitin finds that, in the terminology used in this 
thesis, that, in the case of the unstable crack, the fracture initiation time for a 
certain range of loading is finite and strictly positive, whereas, for the stable 
case, the crack progresses in a jumplike manner. This latter phenomenon does 
not correspond to anything observed in the course of the current work: this is 
possibly due to a combination of the chosen loadings and the presence of finite 
craze zones.
Recently, the study of craze mechanics to a certain extent divorced from cracks 
has gained in prominence. Walton and Weitsman (1984) presented techiques, 
both analytical and numerical, to determine stress and displacement fields in an 
infinite elastic body due to a craze zone modelled as a distributed spring. This 
more detailed representation than the Dugdale zone is a feasible proposition 
because complicating features such as cracks are absent. Passaglia (1982) 
addresses the problem of how the viscoelastic nature of the craze material 
influences the rate of craze extension, in the presence of a crack and in a 
viscoelastic material. The Dugdale model used throughout this thesis is so 
basic as to be inadequate for these purposes: it is one-dimensional so the con­
cept of a constitutive description does not apply. The size of the craze zone
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based on small-scale yielding is recoverable from Passaglia’s work. In this and 
the subsequent chapter, the length of any craze zone present is assumed to be 
constant. Passaglia does not base his inferences on the crack opening displace­
ment fracture criterion, but on stress intensity factor considerations.
There are two main general theories on quasi-static crack growth in a linearly 
viscoelastic material which include an infinitesimal craze zone, namely those of 
Knauss (1970) and Schapery (1975). Knauss’ paper deals with what is basically 
a Griffith problem (understood to be one involving a crack with a Griffith frac­
ture criterion - energy flux into the crack tip region is constant) with the addi­
tion of a length a  over which cohesive forces act, and is backed up by experi­
mental data for the polymer Solithane. The material presented in this chapter is 
for finite as well as small a , and is consistent with Knauss in predicting that 
crack motion is slow in the latter case. Knauss gives limit theorems on crack 
behaviour in various loading ranges for a general viscoelastic material: this 
chapter includes not only explicit realisations of these for the standard linear 
solid but also, in the final section, a sketch proof of a result of this type.
In a series of papers beginning in 1975, Schapery develops a general theory of 
crack initiation and growth in viscoelastic materials, using a failure zone adja­
cent to the crack tip and a local energy fracture criterion. Like Knauss, 
Schapery considers large cohesive stresses over a small length, but in this case 
the analysis is asymptotically rigorous. Graham’s extended correspondence 
principle (1968) is used to arrive at the displacement, and finite stresses at the 
crack tip are specified. Since the log-log plot of creep-compliance can be 
linearised for most materials without the loss of too much accuracy, Schapery’s 
theory covers a large number of materials. In Part II (1975), approximate
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expressions are derived for crack tip velocity and fracture initiation time. Part 
HI (1975) compares experimental results with theoretical ones, as well as con­
sidering the effects of nonlinear behaviour at the crack tip. Schapery (1978) 
makes predictions relating to crack growth in nonhomogeneous viscoelastic 
materials, again with a failure zone present. More recently, Schapery (1984), 
using certain correspondence principles and "a generalised J-integral", investi­
gates similar problems, now taking into account the complications of nonlinear­
ity and improved material modelling near the crack tip region, where heavy 
degradation has taken place.
2.Analysis of semi-infinite crack geometry
In shear the standard linear solid has constitutive equation
where c,e,[ic ,x and /  represent, respectively, stress, strain, a shear modulus, a 
relaxation time and a real positive parameter.
The relaxation function corresponding to antiplane strain is
Here and throughout the chapter generalised functions are employed. The 
problem to be solved is one of non-steady motion of a semi-infinite crack 
without inertia in an infinite standard linear solid, driven by tractions on the
(2.1)
G1( f ) = -^ ( l+ /e x p ( - - i± £ f ) ) .1+J T
(2.2)
It can be deduced from (2.1) that
(2.3)
where the symbol * denotes the operation of convolution and
H- I = ~ ( 8 ( r ) + J^ exp(—-)H(t)).  
He X T
(2.4)
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crack faces. In particular, the case of a constant load over a fixed length of 
crack, next to a zone of cohesive forces representing crazing, both travelling 
behind the crack tip, is considered.
First the corresponding solution for the elastic problem is used, in which the
modulus. The same elastic stresses solve the viscoelastic problem defined above 
- these are derived in Appendix 2. Equation (2.3) is used to get the following 
formula for the displacement derivative with respect to x  on the crack line, the 
technique being justified by Graham’s extended correspondence principle 
(1968):
where, in the notation of Figure 3.1,
* l( 'l  (*))=*>
x x{t') denotes the crack tip position at time=f'
ct23=£ i & ' S )  is the loading at position x '  and time t' in the general case 
and the inner integral is to be interpreted as a Cauchy principal value.
In (2.5) and from now on in this chapter, the subscript is dropped from |xc.
The three preconditions given by Graham for application of the extended 
correspondence principle are satisfied here. As they relate to this problem, they 
are: 1. Displacement, w, is zero for x>x^{t). 2. jq is a monotone increasing 
function of r. 3. In the corresponding elastic problem, the boundary condition
operator \i 1 is replaced by — , where [ic designates an ordinary elastic shear
■^(jc+Oi,»)=■£• j  i - ( 8 ( f - 0 + £ e x p ( - i - £ - ) f f ( f - 0 ) * '  
d x  2 ‘ <,(*) V- x x
1
4 * l(r ° ( * i ( 0 - * ,) 2 * i(;t ')r')<fr
(2.5)
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corresponding to x<x 1(t) has the elastic constants separated in a multiplicative 
factor.
Integration with respect to x  and some simplification yields:
1 Xli^ (x i (0 ~ x ' ) 2w(*0(r)+0i,O=— [ J  (xx( t ) -x)  2 dx j  -------------- ;----------------
W  xo(0 — * “ *
+ —exp(—- )  
x x
r t' “T Xl^  (x i( t ')~x ) 2 8i(x' , t ')dxf.  J  d!xjexp(--)(* ! ( * ' ) - * )  H{xx(t’) -x )d t ’ J  - - - - - - - - - - 7 - - - - - - - - - - - ]
*o(0 0 T X X
(2.6)
We specialise to travelling step function loading:
« i( ^ . ')= |_ Go H(t)> )=xQ(t)+d, (2J)
where d and L  are the craze and loading zone lengths respectively. F and a 0
are related by the condition of zero stress concentration at *i(0- 
Define
g(s)=2a0[ - F^ —=(s+L)ln\-F^ ^ = \
° < d + L - < d  Jd+L+Jd^s
■yJd+L V 7™ -I ]H(d-s) .  (2.8)
V 3 + Z T -V S  Jd+'ld^s
Then
w(x0(0+O i,0=—  [# (0 )+ ^exp(-—)Jexp(— )g(x0( t ) -x0(t'))dt']. (2.9) 
7CJI X  X  5 X
Since it can be shown that g is a negative function, we require to solve the 
equation
— | ‘ = h ' ( * o ( 0 + O i \ 0 ,  ( 2. 10)
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where 8>0. This equation represents COD=CODcrit, where CODcrit=h.
If the applied loading F is too small, it is demonstrated below that (2.10) may 
never be satisfied, even as ?-><«, and the crack will remain stationary. On the
g
other hand if F is sufficiently large, |w(jc0(r)+0f ,r) | may exceed — for all f>0,
Jm
implying the need to allow for inertia from the beginning. This current analysis
only applies in an intermediate F range, in which (2.10) first becomes satisfied
at some finite time. Accordingly define crack initiation time, t0, by
*o(0=0,r<r0. (2.11)
For t>tQ, (2.10) simplifies to
T (e x p (^ )-l)g (* 0(r))+Jexp(^)g(*0( 0 - * o ( 0 ) ^ '
T h  x
= 7 ( - - ^ - £ ( 0 ) ) e x p ( ^ - ) .  (2.12)
J  2  X
Putting t=t0 in (2.12) and solving for r0 yields
'o=xln| ----------1- <2-13>g(o)+ i ( i a L + ^ ( 0 ) )
The requirement of a finite positive initiation time dictates that the following 
inequality must be satisfied:
_ jE £ < g (0)<---------------------------------------- (2.14)
2 ’ 2(1+/) k '
This can be rewritten in terms of loading constants as
- ^ L .< F Z .ln ( l+ 2 - ^ )< -^ tL .  (2.15)
2(1+/) G0 2
Therefore 3/^ ,F2eR  such that (2.14) becomes
Fl <F<F2 (2.16)
i.e. the postulated crack motion is only possible in a certain range of crack
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loading forces.
By putting x0(t)~A+Vt, where A is a constant, into (2.10), the following impli­
cit formula for terminal velocity V can be obtained:
^ [ g (0)+ ^ J e x p ( - ^ )g( , ) ^ ] = - | .  (2.17)
This can be solved numerically, e.g. by bisection, to provide an independent 
check on the terminal velocity as computed by the algorithm described in sec­
tion 3.
3.DetaiIs of numerical algorithm
This section describes a predictor-corrector method for solving equation (2.10) 
at the times t0+ih,i=l,2,.. . where h is a time step. It is based on the Newton- 
Raphson method for solving nonlinear equations iteratively, together with the 
trapezoidal rule for approximating integrals. Initially, the crack tip is at jc=0.
Considering equation (2.12) when t=ti=t+h, replacing the integral by a single 
trapezium gives
x(l-exp(-Y))s(*i)+y(s(*i)+exp(-^)g(0))
= i (_ 82m  (o))eXp(A ) (31)
J  L X
where x\ =x0(fo+^)- 
Rearranging for g(jtj):
£(*i)=C iW g(0) (3.2)
where
/i / hx (l-e x p (-— ) ) - —
C\{h)=--------------- -----------exp(—). (3.3)
o h  x (i-exp(—“ ■))+■?■
X 2
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It can be verified that 3^ eR+ such that for all he[OJi]>
0<Ci(h)£l. (3.4)
It is therefore possible to solve (3.2) for Jtj, provided h  is small enough, using
the additional information that g is monotone increasing and negative on the 
interval [0,d]. Having discovered the solution at the initial step, it is now pos­
sible to proceed using the main algorithm.
Using Newton-Raphson, equation (2.12) is rewritten as
x(exp(— )-l)[g(jco*(0)+(^o(f)-^o‘ (0)« '(^o(0)]X
*




= 7 ( - ^ li-« (0 ) )e x p ( i)  (3.5)f  2 X
where jcq (r) is a predictor of the true value x0(t) (in this case it will be taken 
to be the linear extrapolant of the last two actual values).
Rearranging (3.5) gives
cu(t)
* o ( 0 = * o ( 0 - - ^ - ,  (3.6)
where cu(t), c/(r) are respectively defined by
ca( 0 = 7 ( - ^ lL+ s(0))exp(^)+ i;(exp(^-)-l)5 (j:o*(<))J 2 X X
+Jexp( — )g(xQ{t)-x0(t'))dt', (3.7)
to
t 1 ’
c/(r)=x(exp(— )-l)g '(xo(0)+Jexp(-^-)g '(xo(0-^o(r') ) ^ '.  (3.8)
X to z
Equation (3.6), with the integrals replaced by their trapezoidal approximations 
based on the mesh points tQ+ih, i= 0 ,l,2 ,... is used to compute Figure 3.2,
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which shows acceleration for a finite time after initiation, after which the 
motion assumes a steady state. The xQ (t) which appears on the right hand side 
of (3.6) is replaced by jcq (*)• One portion of the integral in (3.8) is treated 
separately to avoid a singularity in g'\ the argument is assumed linear on 
[t-h,t]  and a change of variable is made which enables that part to be 
evaluated explicitly. The plot of Figure 3.2 is nominally for the values
F=0.4316624;T=/=l;p=2;L=10;8=0.5;(Jo=2;/z=5e-6.
These can be interpreted physically if time is measured in units of x, the relaxa­
tion time, and lengths are measured in units of a macroscopic length L x, except 
that displacement w is measured in units of critical crack opening displacement,
g
8, so that strains are effectively scaled to — . Then, if the stresses (including
a 0) are measured in units of Gj and p is taken as as an arbitrary multiple of Gj 










Similar analysis has been carried out for the Maxwell liquid and Voigt solid. 
The mathematics involved is comparable and the resulting graphs similar in 
character, but the simplicity of the Maxwell liquid allows an explicit formula 
for terminal velocity to be obtained.
In antiplane strain the Maxwell liquid has relaxation function
G1(r)=2nexp(—j - ) ,
**
where |i is a shear modulus and f* a relaxation time.
The corresponding formula for terminal velocity is




« (0 )= -F tln |l+ 2 -^ |.
Taking a Griffith limit of (4.2) i.e. letting o0—>°° subject to Oo5=2y, constant 
surface energy, yields a zero limit for the terminal velocity V, leading to the 
conclusion that quasi-static crack motion is not possible without a finite craze 
zone. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3, where terminal velocity is plotted 
against F  for various a 0,5 pairs such that a 08= l, and for |i=10,f* = l,L=10. A 
similar result can be proved for the standard linear solid case, starting from 
equation (2.17). While the Maxwell liquid has a finite positive initiation time 
for F<F^it, this is true for the Voigt solid in the case F>F^rit, where 
F%lt’FcritGR and are dependent on geometrical, loading and constitutive param­
eters. In the case of the Maxwell liquid, quasi-static crack motion is not possi­
ble when F is too large and inertia terms must come into the analysis. In con­
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5. The fracture initiation time for a general constitutive relation.
For completely general time-dependent loading g\{x,t) and relaxation operator 
\i, application of the fracture criterion
Assume, without loss of generality, that gi has been amended if necessary so 
that 5>0. Unfortunately not much progress can be made in deriving information 
about t0 unless the loading is time-independent i.e. £i =£iC*)- In particular, the 
loading represented by equation (2.7) falls into two parts, the first an integral of 
creep compliance and the second a function of the loading stresses. Only the 
first of these involves t0:
g








Assuming r0 is finite and positive, the following inequality follows from |i 1
being a positive operator:
5C(0)<X(ro)<X(°°)» 
and this combined with equation (5.4) gives
(5.6)
<®(gl(x))< (5.7)
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Now providing O is a monotone increasing function of the non-cohesive load­
ing stresses, as it proved to be in section 2 , this gives a restriction on the range 
of admissable stresses - in particular for step loading, writing
<1*81 (*))=<P(^), (5.8)
F is found to be restricted by the inequalities
p -* (— 2 — )< F « p - 1 (— 2 — \ (5 .9 )
V 2  x ( ~ ) ' V 2 / ( 0 )
Using the Abelian theorems for the Laplace Transform, %(0) can be related to 
the short-time modulus and X(°°) to the long-time modulus. Knauss (1970) 
states a general result of this nature, without analytic proof.







































Chapter 4: Quasi-static double-ended crack growth.
1. Introduction.
This chapter deals with the more realistic double-ended crack problem in the 
standard linear solid, which is nonetheless similar in many respects to that con­
sidered in chapter 3. One important difference is that the total loading 
increases as the crack extends, whereas it remains the same in the semi-infinite 
case considered earlier. The main consequence of this is that non-steady crack 
growth without inertia is possible only for a limited time, after which the 
motion becomes dynamic and the current analysis inapplicable. Although finite 
cracks occur in reality and semi-infinite ones are a mathematical convenience, 
no claim is made here pertaining to the credibility of the loading that has been 
chosen for this chapter’s model. As is the case throughout this thesis, the load­
ing is one aspect of the crack models considered which is kept as simple as 
possible to facilitate progress in obtaining information such as the time history 
of the crack tip position. Since the computed displacement (as a function of 
length along the crack line) turns out to be non-monotonic, care has to be taken 
in the application of the constant COD criterion.
Graham (1968) introduced an extended version of the classical correspondence 
principle for linear viscoelasticity (which is a means of salvaging the extensive 
number of solutions known for elastic crack problems) for the solution of 
mixed boundary value problems which include time-dependent boundary 
regions. Often non-static crack problems have a displacement boundary condi­
tion as well as a stress one (on the crack faces), separated by the moving boun­
dary of the crack tip. Traction loading problems certainly fall into this category. 
Graham (1969) proceeds to apply his technique to two moving crack problems
in linear viscoelasticity theory, using a Griffith energy balance approach. After 
obtaining stresses and displacements, he obtains what are known, from the elas­
tic theory, as Griffith instability criteria, which are inequalities specifying the 
level of loading necessary for initiation of crack motion. In the presence of 
finite craze zones, as in the quasi-static chapters of this thesis, the nature of this 
instability criterion changes. An interval of loading stresses appears in which
quasi-static crack motion is possible (this cannot happen in the elastic case).
This interval disappears in the Griffith limit, so conclusions resembling those of 
Graham are recovered by this means.
The analysis of Graham and Sabin (1973) involves the application of an 
extended correspondence principle to the consideration of thermal effects for an 
extending penny-shaped crack as well as a cylinder problem. Graham (1975), 
followed by Graham and Sabin (1976, 1978 and 1981), investigate the effect of 
alternating tensile and compressive loads on quasi-static crack extension in a 
linearly viscoelastic material. A Griffith type approach is used to obtain condi­
tions for crack growth. The 1976 paper includes analysis for the Maxwell
liquid, while the 1981 one addresses the standard linear solid.
2. Displacement and crack initiation time.
The analogous equation to (3.2.6) is
*(0 _1  J x / t\2_x "2
w(*0 (O+0 i,O=-— [ J (* i(0 2- * '2) 2 dx' f ---- l— —   dx"
h-w  - Xx ( 0  - x , ( 0  x  x
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where, using the notation of Figure 4.1, 
xi(ti(x))=\x\,
x0(t) is the end of the crack proper,
xi(t)=x0(t)+d is the end of the craze zone
and g=o2 3 *s loading function (of time and space variables).
The innermost integrals are to be interpreted as Cauchy principal values.
We specialise g(x,t)  to
Changing the order of integration in the second term, and utilising the known 
COD derivation in the elastic case (Bilby, Cottrell & Swinden, 1963), the fol­
lowing formula is arrived at:
This last relation represents zero stress concentration at x1 (t). 
Eliminating a,a ' gives
 ^F.H(t), -*b(0<*<*b(0
- a 0 .//(r), *0 (0 <*<*i(0 ,-* i( 0 <*<-*o(0 - (2.2)
w(jf0 (O+0 /,O =— —
F+C0
|X7t /■
f  t t '+-^-exp(— )fexp(— )[(c+c')cosh“ ,
T  T  * T
u  u  u  -
a'(c+c') V '
a —c c
x X JQ X









F+g o 1M>(jto(f)+ 0 /,O =-------- {2 cln—
\LK r
+ ^ ex p (--j)Je x p (-j)[(c + c ')co s lr1 1 C +,r C I 
X X q X r(c +c)
-(c-c ')cosh - 1  \-£—r ^ r W  H (c '-rc)d t’}, 
r(c - c )
Let t0 be the time at which the crack first extends. Then,
*o(0 =c0, t<t0.
Consider the equation
w(*b(0 +Oi,0 = y
for r=r0 (8 >0 ). 
This gives
5  F+Oq i t0
2 c0 l n - [ l+ / ( l - e x p ( — 2 -))].
2 JJ.7C r X
Solving for t0 yields
/ l n |
r0 = tln |  r
( l+ /) ln —-  ■ ■ ■r 4c0 (F + c0)
Define
h (x ) = ( 1  +x )lnsec(— ———)2 1+x
Requiring tQ to be non-negative and finite produces the inequalities
  c h ,  F  ) c  ,
4cqCTo(1 + /)  Oq 4c0ct0










%>0 iff F 3 <F<F4, (2.12)
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which is a similar conclusion to that reached in the semi-infinite crack case. If
the loading F  exceeds F4, then inertia must be allowed for from the outset; if, 
on the other hand, F  lies below F3 then motion does not occur. However, if F 
lies in the range specified in (2 .1 2 ), there is a time tl where quasi-static crack 
extension occurs for t0<t<tl , after which dynamic terms must be taken into 
account.
3 .Numerical solution
Here equation (2.7) is solved at the times t=tQ+ih> i= 1,2,... for x0 (r), crack 
position. Define the following function which is based on a trapezoidal approx­
imation to the displacement at the nth stage:
F + a 0  hf 1
2 1  r 
+ fe x o l-— W 1 + — )exof— ) - l l f n(c)
+~T exp(-—) 2  exP( ) / i (c ) } , (3.1)
where
/i(c)= [(c+ ci)cosh l \ Cl+V C |-(c-c,)cosh 1\ Cl T ° l]//(ct- rc ) , (3.2)
r(Ci+c) r(c i-c)
t=tQ+nh=tn, cl=jc0 (?i) and ri£. 1 .
Solving
(3.3)
for c yields xq(tn).
For all the square bracketed terms to be nonzero,
c<min{ — } (3.4)
-43 -
co(=—  if {c,} is an increasing sequence).
c0
At stage n, an attempt is made to solve (3.3) on the interval [cn_ i ,— ). Simple
c icalculus shows that /;(c ) decreases on the interval (c.-,— ). However ther
influence of the linear term in (3.1) is sufficient for Wn(c ) to turn upwards
g
again. An inductive argument shows Wn(cn_1) > ~  provided it was possible to
solve (3.3) in all previous steps. Identification of the minimum of Wn(c\h) for 
c>cn_l , min(/i), provides an interval on which Wn is monotone in c, and (3.3) 
can be now solved provided
(3.5)
and h<hcrit, where hcrit has to be bounded experimentally. There is a solution 
of (3.3) for om in(rt) but this is disregarded on the grounds that the condition 
cn—>cn_i as h—>0 must hold. Bisection is employed both to find the minimum 
and the solution at each stage.
Conditions (2.11 a,b) can be rewritten as
— (3 .6 )
4o0(l +/)*(-£-) 4<y0A(-r-)
° 0  a 0
so it is only possible to initiate the solution procedure providing the initial 
crack length lies in this range. Results show that breakdown occurs in the solu­
tion before the crack grows to (half) length cd. Analytically this is due to equa­
tion (3.5) no longer holding:
g
—<=(-~,iy„(min(n))) for n>nterminal (3.7)
g
i.e. the minimum of Wn(c) lies above the line y=-—.
+0
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Figure 4.2 shows crack tip position as a function of time until breakdown of 
the quasi-static analysis, and was obtained with the values
F= 1; G0 =5 ;/=x= |i=8= 1; h=0.02; c0=3.









This plot is repeated in Figure 4.3 for various c 0,8 pairs such that o05=5, the 
other parameter values being the ones used for Figure 4.2. It illustrates that 
stable crack growth is not possible in the case of a Griffith crack.
4. The limiting case of a Griffith crack.
This section details analytic arguments for the phenomenon demonstrated in 
Figure 4.3. Asymptotic analysis based on r  taking the value
r = l - e  (4.1)
where e is small will be given: different reasoning is necessary depending on
cowhether c<— ~ (l+ e)c0 i.e. the crack has not extended far from its starting 
coposition or c> —  i.e. there has been considerable growth. r
In the case of limited extension, where the crack tip position has not yet 
reached the end of the original craze zone,
c '>c0>rc, (4.2)
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so formula (2.5) becomes
F+Gq i
w(jto(O+0z,r)= {2d n —|X7C r
+ ^ e x p ( - 4 -)fexp(4 r )[(c+c/)cosh~ 1 1 c +'  c \ 
x x 5  x r(c +c)
-(c-cO cosh-1! c'~  I}dt'}.
r(c - c)
(4.3)
The following approximation (valid for a  small) is used to facilitate evaluation 
of the integral:
cosh- 1  (1+ a)~  V(2a). (4.4)
The first argument of cosh- 1  appearing in (4.3) can be algebraically re-arranged
for the application of (4.4):
, 2  “ +rcc +rzc r
r(c'+c) c'+c




c '—c . e2c '= l + e - ~ ~ + ^ 7 ~ .  (4.5)
c +c c +c
(4.4) is not suitable for use with the second such term, but the contribution aris­
ing from this term can be neglected. The post-initiation time part of the integral
in the displacement formula is approximately
fexp(— )V2 z(c '+c)(c '-c+zc')dt'. (4.6)
fo T
1
Using In—~e and, for (4.6), c'~c, the integral in (4.3) can now be approxi­
mated by
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*0 ,  t ,
2ec0 Jexp(— ) dt'+2ec Jexp(— )dt'. (4.7)
0 * t0 T
Applying the fracture criterion (2.7) gives
8 t
— -----------{2ec+2e/exp(----- ).
2 (X7C * X
[c0(exp(^ )-l)+ c(exp(^)-exp(-£ -))]} . (4.8)
X X X
Assuming now that c -c 0=(9(e1+^ ), where £>0, equation (2.8) becomes (to 
leading order)
5 F + ao tf  -^  2ec{ 1+/[1 - e x p ( - i - )]}. (4.9)
L \LK X
If (2.9) defines t0 by the equation
t0= n c 0h  (4.10)
then (4.9) can be written in the form
r~T(c). (4.11)
From these last two equations, the following local gradient approximation for
the first portion of the curve after initiation can be derived:
c - c p  cq
t - t 0 x
(4.12)
This stems from




= xln |l+  - |
co
C ~ C q
~x - .  (4.13)
Proceeding to the second case where there has been considerable extension, 
theoretically the crack can extend quasi-statically to cd, the upper bound in ine­
quality (3.6). Define tl to be the time when
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c(fj)=rc(0.  (4.14)
Then
c(t')>rc for all ti<t'<t. (4.15)
Since |c -c '|< ec  in this time interval, c ' is well approximated by c, and (2.5)
can be written as
F+g 0  i f  t \ t' 1w (c(r)+0/,f)----------- [2cln—+-^-exp(----)fexp(— ).2cln—dt’\\itz r x X i X r
F+g 0  t - t x
= — ^ .2 e c [ l+ /( l-e x p (  -^-))]. (4.16)
J17C X
On application of the fracture criterion, it follows that
t - t ^ T i c ) ,  (4.17)
and this formula allows an approximation to be derived for the gradient c(t):









allows (4.18) to be written in the form
dc ________ -ec(r)
dt’ ln, ! ± Z _ —_ J i E L _ _ |  
1 /  4 (F + a 0 )yfec(r) 1
(4.20)
This expression gives the expected behaviour for the gradient as c->cd, namely
*1-  x dcthat —»°°.dt
In conclusion, after remaining motionless at cQ for a time tQ, the crack extends 
a length of order e at finite velocity, after which the rate of extension becomes
infinitesimal. Therefore the crack will take a very large time (of 0 ( —)) toe
reach cd, where it will go dynamic. A numerical comparison with the method 
described in section 3, for the values used to generate the lowest of the curves 
in Figure 4.3, shows that the approximate formulae for extensive growth of this 
chapter over-estimate the "exact” ones.
Figure 4.1: the double-ended crack geometry














































tim e after initiation
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Chapter 5 - An accelerating crack in a viscoelastic material: 
solution by matched asymptotic expansions.
1. Formulation of problem.
Atkinson and Coleman (1977) used the method of matched asymptotic expan­
sions to solve three problems in linear viscoelasticity, the first two concerned 
with crack propagation and the third with a steadily rolling cylinder in a half-
Vzspace. All three contain a non-dimensional parameter where V is the
Lj
crack tip speed (in the two cases involving cracks, the moving boundary speed 
in general), x is the relaxation time of the material and L  is a characteristic 
length scale. The second crack problem is based on the work of Yoffd (1951) 
and involves a finite crack moving in an infinite medium in such a way its 
length is preserved, i.e. one end zips up as the other advances. This problem 
does include inertia, but it is physically unreasonable.
The first, more realistic, problem involves steady-state Mode I (opening mode) 
propagation of a semi-infinite crack in a strip of standard linear solid with 
specified displacements on the strip faces. An inner problem is generated by 
introducing magnifying coordinates in the crack tip region, and this is related to 
the solution of the outer problem (based on the elastic version) by use of a 
matching principle. This relates certain derivatives of potentials expressed in 
terms of inner coordinates and functions to the corresponding ‘outer’ deriva­
tives, solving for the arbitrary constants otherwise present in the outer problem. 
To avoid cumbersome analysis involving the use of potential functions to 
decouple the equations for a Mode I problem, the contents of this chapter are 
restricted to antiplane strain only. The complication of strip geometry present in
- 5 0 -
Atkinson and Coleman’s work is not present here: this is offset by inertial com­
plications of a transient nature (as opposed to steady-state).
The constitutive equation (in shear) of the viscoelastic material to be considered 
is
Oi3= 2 ^ {e i3+ - |- ( P t (f)**j3(0 )} , «'=1.2, (1.1)
where
PC« = P ( - ^ - ) ,  (1.2)ex
x is a characteristic time, ex is a relaxation time with e «  1 and 1  is the long­
time modulus of the material.
The equation of motion in terms of displacement becomes
\LV2 (w+ p£*w,)= p wtt (1.3)
which is to be solved with initial condition
w=0, t<,0 (1.4)
and boundary conditions
lUwy+Pe*w;y/)=-pCM), y=0, x£x2(t), (1.5a)
w=0, y=0, x>x2 (f). (1.5b)
The loading function p  is taken to be
g(x,t), x<x2( t ) -e l ,
CQ , x2(t)-zl<x<x2(t).£
(1.6)
When the solution to this moving boundary problem is smooth and providing
that Jp(«)4u is finite, the terms involving convolutions are of 0(e), and the 
0
problem reduces to the standard elastic accelerating crack problem as solved by 
Kostrov (1966):
-51 -
V2 w = -y w tt; c2= -^ , (1.7)
c P
V M y = - p { x , t ) ,  x £ x 2 ( t ) ,  y=Of (1.8a)
w=0 , x > x 2 ( t ), y=0 . (1 .8 b)
Near the crack tip, p  becomes large over a very short interval and hence w will 
not be smooth in this vicinity.
Define inner co-ordinates by
( x - x 2 ( t ))
X =------------------------------------------------- (1.9)
e
r = - s  (l.io)
Ee






* t '  X2 ( t - t ' )  X - x 2 ( t - t ' )  X —X2 ( t - t ' )
=fP(— ) [ - — — -W x (— - — - ,Y ,t - t ')+ w , (— ---------
5  ex P P P
% t" x2{ t - t t  ) x - x M - z t  )
= e / P ( ' T ) [ -  "c ' * wx(.-----  b-----q c c c
=-jc2(0 fP (— )Wx (X+t”x2(t),Y,t)dt". (1.12)
0 T
In terms of the new notation, the equation of motion becomes
x? °° f"
t t- - fO V z r^ n '- jfe JP (v X ^ iix + ^ n r)* ''=0 <u 3 >c 0  x
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with stress boundary condition
7 t"  0, X < -/
lilWY- x 2j ^ ^ wxriX+x2t'',0 ,t)dt"-i=<Cgt _ 1<X<Q (1.14a)
and displacement boundary condition
W(X,0,r)=0, X>0 (1.14b)
i.e. the inner problem is a steady-state one and can be solved by the Wiener- 
Hopf technique. In contrast to the situation considered in chapter 2, no loading 
(other than a 0) is applied to the crack faces but stresses can no longer be
describe only the state near the crack tip. Correspondingly, the solution is 
allowed to contain the displacement due to a remote K-field such that the net 
local stress intensity factor is zero. In effect, the problem is decomposed into 
two parts, the first including the craze zone cohesive stresses with boundary 
conditions of the type assumed by Willis (1967b) and the second with no crack 
face tractions at all but relaxed boundary conditions at infinity.
2. Solution of the inner problem.
In this section, the upper case notation for the inner variables and W is 
replaced by lower case.
Define




where V is a parameter.
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Then Fourier-transforming (1.13) yields




y 2=p2[ 1 - —-------- ^ ----------- ], (2.4)
c * (1+ipVt|5 (-pVx))
OO
P O )= f e & W d t  (2.5)
0
and
c2= -^ . (2 .6 )
P
Equation (2.3) has the solution
w(pfy)=A(p)e~^p)y (2.7)
which vanishes as y —» OO.
Transforming the stress boundary condition (1.14a) gives








the half-transform of the unknown stresses ahead of the crack.
The function y(p) can be written in the form
y(p)=p?p'*[ 1— ; - - - - - - - - - - -  ] - ,  (2.11)
c2(l+ipVx$(-pVx)) 
where p+2=(p+iz)+2 with a branch cut from -ioo to -ie, pY1= (p-ie)j? with a
branch cut from ie to i°° and e is a small real number which subsequently is
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allowed to tend to zero. The function contained in the square brackets has nei­
ther any singularities nor any zeros (provided 0<V<c) in the lower half plane 
-oo<im(/?)<e (as a result of p being a strictly positive, monotone decreasing 
function and a property of the Laplace transform) and is analytic in that region 
in view of the integral definition of (5. From equation (2.11), it can be seen 
that Rey(p)>0 and so is consistent with the boundary condition at infinity for 
the non-homogeneous (traction loading) part of the problem.
Since the function defined by analytic continuation of both sides is bounded 
and entire, both sides can be equated to a constant, which is zero due to the 
boundary conditions at infinity in (jt,y)-space for the traction loading sub­




by F (p ), (2.8) can be factorised as
- H ( l + i p V T P ( - p V T ) ) p * [ l -
c 2 (1+ip\'xf> (-pVx))
(2.13)
in the strip -e<Im (p)<e, where
(max{Im(p),-e}<#<£) (2.14a)
and
1 “ 7 °
(2.14b)






Inverting equation (2.16) for stress results in the equation
V f  x x ~ (2-17)
TlX l i  x ~ x \
and the stress intensity factor due to the cohesive stresses, K, can be derived 
from this formula to be
(2.18)
To this solution must be added that from the homogenous version of the prob­
lem i.e. with F(p)=0. The corresponding Wiener-Hopf equation is
a w . f p ,  w - M l
(2.19)
kand appropriate stresses can be obtained by equating both sides to —, where k
P
is to be determined from the zero net stress intensity factor condition. The
relaxed conditions at infinity in (x,y)-space for this second part of the problem
i
allow a singularity at p - 0 .
Since a 2 3 (*,0) is now
l'Ake 4
. nI /
k is taken to be
V2 tu
- 2 c J T .  4 .
“ K
(2.20)
The total displacement is the sum of two parts, one from each of the preceding 
problems, and is given by
k “7 ° e ipIdp
271,1 — i0 ppj*[ 1 -  , y K ] “  (1 + ipV4(-pVx))
c2(l+ipVxp(-pVx))
 1_ ~ - j° _______________ e ‘p,F_(p)dp_______________
2^ ~ i° p _ * [  i -  J 2 ^a+ipVzfc-pV'C))
c2(l+ipVzp(-pVx))
(2.21)
For the purpose of numerical calculations, an equation for (3(f) corresponding 
to the standard linear solid is used:
P(f)=a*e-'ff(f), (2 .2 2 )
where
\ioa*= — -1 , (2.23)
M*
|Xq is the short-time modulus and \i is the long-time modulus (oc*>0 ).
A constant COD fracture criterion is employed:
w (- /,0 ;V )= - |;  (2.24)
this equation is solved for / as a function of V, and the resulting K  vs V plots
CTare shown in Figure 1 for various values of a = — . The other parameter valueso
are a* =0.5, c = |i= a 0 =5= l. As T—»<*> or 0, the curves tend to those for a 
linear elastic material with the short-time modulus jIq or long-time modulus \i 
respectively. The limiting curves have equation
x2(t) 2  1





V2 (ia0 6 , x -» 0 , (2.26)
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The curve for a=0.1 shows slight fluctuations attributable to the use of unso­
phisticated uniform meshes to evaluate the contour integrals, resulting in the 
use of relatively large bisection tolerances to save function evaluations. All 
curves with finite x tend to the value of K(0) based on p. as V—>0. Unlike their 
elastic K  vs V counterparts, these viscoelastic curves rise initially before falling 
off again.
3. Solution of the outer problem.
We adhere to the following convention when defining K0, the stress intensity 
factor for the outer problem:
o » (* ,» ) - - = = = = .  (3.1)^2 n (x -x 2(t))
Appendix 3 contains a summary of Kostrov’s (1966) method. From the for­
mula for stress, the following formula can be derived:
. ct-x2(t)+x
^  0 x2( t) -c t  V*2 ( 0 - *
This is basically the same formula found in Kostrov’s paper, apart from the fact 
that he considered only the case c= l and had a different multiplicative factor.
4. Matching.
The method of matched expansions (van Dyke, 1964) postulates that both the 
outer limit of the inner problem and the inner limit of the outer problem are 
equal to the same steady-state elastic problem; hence it is reasonable to match 
inner and outer stress intensity factors. It is helpful to rewrite the matching 
equation K=K0 in the form
ct—x2(t)+x 
p r - *2 ( 0  P(x>--------------- )dx
* ( * J  - - - - - — r  - - - - - - - - . (4 -1 )
V*2 (0 --
-58
where g is defined by
K(x2(t))
£(*2 (0 )=---- ]------------  (4.2)
*2 ( 0
C
(g is a monotone function and can therefore be inverted).
Equation (4.1) has been treated for three choices of the function p-p{x,t) .
When
p(x,t)=FS(x+L)H(t), (4.3)
this leads to the ordinary differential equation
* 2  ( 0 = r 1 ( \ P - - F = )  (4.4)
”  71 ■/*2+L  
with initial condition
x2(t)=0, « S - ,  (4.5)c
as — is the time it takes for the point stress to reach the crack tip. Equation c
(4.4) is separable and has solution
* 2 ( , )  H r r  rJ   j=J-----------------------t> ~ .  (4.6)
1 7t • /*2 + L
A graph of x2(t) vs t for a=0.01 is shown in Figure 2. Figure 1 was used to 
generate values of g~l (also for Figures 3 and 4), and the remaining parameters 
were F=L= 10. The asymptotic crack length reached is given by the solution of 
the equation x2(t)=0 i.e.
it ^ x2+L
Hence the terminal crack size (measured from the starting value x2=0) is given 
by
- 5 9 -
(4.7)
Hence, for any crack motion to occur, F must exceed ^ (k\i Gq§L).
Consideration of a constant load
p(x,t)=F.H(t), x<x2{t) 
leads to the following equation for x2(t):
(4.8)
(4.9)
where t ^ n is defined by the equation
A graph of x2(t) vs t for this choice of p(x,t)  and for a=0.01, F=0.5 is exhi­
bited in Figure 3: its gradient is tending to c. The slightly serrated effect in this 
and the subsequent figure can be smoothed out by increasing the number of 
quadrature intervals used to evaluate the integrals in equations (4.9) and (4.13). 
The choice of constant loading differs from point loading in that the initiation 
time can be made as small as desired by increasing the stress level F in the 
former case.
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The gradients of these curves also tend to c, as can be seen in Figure 4, which 
is a plot for the values a=0.01, F=0.5, L=10. For there to be two distinct
solution branches, fmin must not exceed — , or alternatively, F must not exceed
c
The leading order Kostrov approximation given by equations (1.7) and (1.8a,b) 
can be demonstrated to break down as V tends to the transition velocity by the 
use of Green’s function methods. The inner problem for the supersonic case is 
treated in section 2  of the next chapter, but no attempt is made to perform 
matched asymptotic expansions. Finally, the choice of inner variables for this 
chapter is one of many that could be made, based on different powers of e: 
perhaps the particular one in the first section could be considered to be the 
natural one.
Figure 5.1:
































































Chapter 6 - Aspects of dynamic crack growth in the standard linear 
solid and power law material.
1. The standard linear solid: stress and displacement formulae for the trac­
tion loading problem.
Willis (1967b) gives explicit formulae for stress and displacement for a crack 
moving under conditions of antiplane strain in a standard linear solid i.e. for the 
same problem considered in chapter 2 for the Maxwell liquid. The significant 
difference in the case of the standard linear solid is that the solution branches at 
the long-time wave speed. Also the scale of the computations is larger due to 
the presence of irreducible multiple integrals - this is particularly so in the 
range above the long-time wave speed where triple integrations are involved. 
Throughout this section we shall keep to Willis’ original notation.
As they stand, Willis’ formulae are unsuitable for immediate use as they con­
tain integrable singularities. On use of appropriate changes of variable, the for-
Q










auxel(s)= J log (1.3)
62-
1 0 2  iFi{ — ,l,-(a+ fe )j} = — Jexp(-.s(dH-fc)sin2 0)<i0 (1.4)
and
iF j { — ,2 ,-(a+ £ )s} =  J sin20 exp(-s(a+&)sin2 0)d0. (1.5)
2  n 0
The quantities a and b which appear in this section are defined as functions of 
crack velocity V  by the formulae
V2
- V  ( l+ / ) - l
« = - ^ — , - (1 .6 a)
( l - ^ r - J V T
C
and
b = ± ,  (1 .6 b)
where c - ' s j  is the short-time wave speed. 
y P
For computational purposes, it is best to rewrite the second term in the convo­
lution in (1.1) as a single function. In the short-time elastic limit i.e. T— it 
proves expensive to calculate w (- l ,0 ) to high accuracy because this second 
term is tending to a delta function. The crack face tractions f ( u )  only appear in 
the integral defined by equation (1.3) - for the purpose of calculations, the step 
function loading used in chapter 2 is used here. This has the advantage of mak­
ing feasible the analytic evaluation of the integral previously referred to, and
hence reducing computing time.





w (-i,° )= -------------------- (( l+ /)b + f^ )v (s ) , (1.7)
V jTnV (i— r )  0c 2
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where
'fas h p
v(s)= f exp(— m2){( 1+— erf(u2-as+ad)V2H (u 2-as+ad) 
o a Go





The last equation ensures zero stress intensity at the crack tip. For the low
speed range, this formula is replaced by the static relation
— =- ^  - p .  (1.10)ob V5+Z7-V5
As in chapter 2, a plot of nominal stress intensity factor vs velocity is made, 
where once again nominal K=2*\J— F^L but this time F  is defined differently
* 7t
C Cin the two velocity ranges: (1.10) applies for V^*^===r and (1.9) for V £ -j= = .  
This was done for the parameter values
/= p = c = l,  L= 8 , c 0 =5, 5=1
cxand for various values of the non-dimensional combination a = — . This plot isLi
exhibited in Figure 6.1. The work-rate of the loading stresses appears in pic­
torial form in Figure 6.2 for the same parameter scheme: there appears to be a 
smooth transition between the two velocity regimes, unlike in the nominal K 
plot. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate Griffith convergence for nominal K  vs V 
and work-rate vs V respectively. The parameters for these curves are as before 
except that now a = l  and a 0, 5 vary such that a 0 5=2y=5. Near convergence, 
the curves appear piecewise constant, due to the lower tolerance that has to be 
taken in the adaptive quadrature routine to achieve an acceptable computing
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time. The routine itself is based on Simpson’s rule, the number of points being
doubled at each iteration, and convergence is taken to occur when the relative 
error based on the last two estimates is less than a pre-specified tolerance.
2. The remote loading problem: supersonic case.
Q
The problem described in this section is the supersonic (i.e. V> _ ) analo­
gue of the inner problem from the matched expansion set-up of chapter 5. 
Unlike there, the notation of the previous section will be employed (Appendix 
4 gives the correspondence between the two notations). Once again the dis­
placement will be in two parts: the first arising from the cohesive forces in the 
craze zone, and the second from the remote loading whose influence appears 
through a singularity of strength k (though this is no longer a field as con­
sidered in the previous chapter, the viscoelasticity having a different effect in 
this higher velocity range). The strength of the singularity is still such that the 
local net stress intensity factor from the two sources is zero. The first of these 
contributions can be derived from equations (1.7) to (1.9), taking F, the non- 
cohesive crack face traction, to be zero. In this section, the derivation of the 
second contribution is concentrated upon.
As a starting point, Willis’ (1967b) Wiener-Hopf equation in the absence of all 
crack face tractions is





G i , A and 0 + are as defined in chapter 2 and
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y ( p ) = ^ ~ ) ' /!p(P+>4A(p -ib )-'/!. (2.3)
CL
Equation (2.1) can easily be factored as
1+ipVx p V2 M A( ■. (2A)
1+f+ipVz (p-ib)V2 c2 (p+ia)
kin a strip. If both sides are equated to —, where k e C, a stress of appropriate
P
singularity is generated: in this case,
k 7  (P+*a)+
a 2 3 ( * , 0 ) = —  \ e ipx dP- ( 2 -5 )-oo P
Differentiation of the integral with respect to x  allows evaluation of <J23(*>0) to 
within a constant. Once k is known, this constant can be determined by an 
asymptotic result to be zero. To produce a net local stress intensity factor of 
zero, k has to be chosen such that
k= -O o ‘\ ] —erf(Va/). (2.6)
y a
The origins of the error function in (2.6) are in the stress intensity factor
derived from the cohesive stresses alone, K_OQ. This has explicit velocity
dependence as opposed to depending on V only through /, and is defined by
oerfO®). (2.7)
of chapter 5.
O2 3 (x,0 ) eventually turns out to be defined by
<hrfAs V->- r. ; , a —>0 and K_Gq ->(Jo v  1"» was t 0  expected in view
g23(*,0)=-4r { exP(^ ax) +-Jaiterf('Iax)}, x>0. (2 .8 )
VS7 x 
a n d  te n d s  to  - a 0 erf(V S 7 ) a s  x —
The contribution to w arising from the remote loading is
p - i ( l+ f )b
c
(2.9)
For evaluation purposes, an infinite rectangular contour symmetric about the y- 
axis (open-ended at the side where it would otherwise pass through the branch) 
is used. First, it is best to make a change of variable so that the branch point 
corresponding to the square root is independent of local parameters in force at 
any given time. Then the equation
K-o0 vs V which are exhibited in Figure 6.5. The other parameter values for 
this particular graph are c = /= |i= l. This computation proves to be much more 
involved than the subsonic equivalent presented in the previous section. In view 
of this, the lowest value of a  for which a curve is exhibited is 1. After deform­
ing the contour of equation (2.9), special integration meshes are needed to cut 
down on the number of function evaluations necessary to work out the double 
integral. The thesis of Mendes (1988) contains a varied collection of such 
meshes for different kinds of integrand behaviour at zero and infinity as well as 
mixtures of these, in addition to certain asymptotic optimality results which are 
difficult to apply directly in this complex analytic context
The obscuring effects of the complex-valued nature of the integrand contained 
in (2.9) will be removed temporarily in this discussion for the purpose of 
demonstrating the mesh usage choices. Then the pertinent integral is
w (- l ,0 ; V ) = j (2.10)
is solved to obtain l=l(V) for various values of a = — , generating plots of
5
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where O c^cl and bl
Depending on the range of the non-dimensional combination bl, either an 
exponential or power mesh is chosen. These are defined in the following way, 
assuming Simpson’s rule is being used. The exponential mesh of n points on 
[0 ,oo], for use with the integral of a function which behaves like exp(-ay) as 
y — is defined by
The power mesh of n points on [1,°®] , where now the integrand behaves like 
—37r  as y — is defined by
y
This second mesh is a particular example of a more general formula for decay­
ing powers. For bl less than some sufficiently small number, the overriding 
character of the integrand is that of a decaying power; therefore the mesh 
defined by (2.13) is an appropriate choice. Above this threshold, the influence 
of the exponential is greater than that of the power, necessitating the use of
(2.12). Some computing time can be saved for certain parameter values by 
employing an upper threshold for bl, above which the integral is taken to be 
zero: this is acceptable because then the parts of the contour integral which are 
of essentially similar character to (2 .1 1 ) are negligible compared with other 
terms present in the displacement formula.
CTFor small values of a = — , the part of the displacement which arises from the
0
non-homogeneous sub-problem is expensive to compute to high accuracy from 
equations (1.7) to (1.9) because many iterations within the adaptive quadrature
at=— ln(—^ 7 ), i= 0 , 1 ,2 , ..,»—l.
a  n -i
(2.12)
8
tft= (— t ) 3 , *=0 , l , 2 , . . ,n - l .  n -i (2.13)
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routine are necessary. Too high a tolerance can lead to the artefact of local 
non-monotonicity. Elimination of this phenomenon by decreasing the tolerance 
is prohibitive, so a cubic spline is assembled through a number of uniformly 
spaced points covering the bisection search interval for equation (2 .1 0 ).
The particular motivation for carrying out this investigation is to see whether 
any of the K  vs V curves increase in some or all of the supersonic regime. Such 
behaviour does occur in Willis (1967b) for a traction loading problem and 
Barenblatt fracture criterion, for certain ranges of the appropriate a-type param­
eter. In that case, exponential loading was considered. In the course of this 
work, the case of step function loading was considered for Willis’ set-up and 
yielded similar insights. The same trend manifests itself in the nominal K  vs V 
curves of Figure 6.5. However, the nature of the loading here is completely 
different in character.
3. The power law material.
Using a combination of notation from Willis (1967b) and Walton (1987), the 
constitutive relation of the power law material is taken to be
where fi^ is the material’s long-time modulus and x is a relaxation time. It is 
convenient to define m by the equation
G1 ( f )= 2 n « (l+ (y )B), 0 <n<l (3.1)
m+n=1 . (3.2)
Now G\(p), the Fourier transform of G j(0  on the positive real line as intro­
duced in chapter 2 , can be evaluated to be
P
(3.3)
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by first evaluating in the first quadrant and extending the result to the upper
A
half plane by use of the identity theorem / analytic continuation (Gj(p) is a "+" 
function in view of its definition in terms of an integral). The following equa­
tions utilise chapter 2  notation.
The function y(p) satisfies the equation
, x [b+a(ip)n]Vz /rt Ax
Y(p)=p-t— . " ' L  > (3-4)[l+a(ip)n]A 
where a,b and c are defined by the equations
a=(Vx)nr(m ), (3.5a)
V 2b= 1 ~ ,  (3.5b)
c2= ^ .  (3.5c)
P
Assuming a crack face traction loading problem, the Wiener-Hopf equation for 
f(x)=g(X)e~i)uc can be written in the form
-2\i„p[l+a(ip)n]*lb+a (ip)n]*A(p)=®+( j > ) + r f ^ .  (3.6)
The factorisation of equation (3.6) differs depending on whether V<c, the sub­
sonic case, or V>c, the supersonic case. The complex plane must be cut for the 
function
log(z)=ln|z|+i arg(z); (3.7)
if this is done along the negative imaginary axis, then
- |< a r g ( z ) < - y  (3.8)
A
and this choice of branch cut is consistent with G±(p) being a "+" function 
(Qi(-Vp) is consequently a function). It can be shown that neither of the 
square root factors has zeros in the cut plane when V<c, and so both are ana­
lytic in a lower half plane. However, for V>c, [b+a(ip)n]l/z must be split mul­
- 7 0 -
tiplicatively. The decomposition cannot easily be guessed, so the function must 
be split into integrals by a result found in the first chapter of Noble (1958) - the 
logs and exponentials arise because this is a corollary to an additive decomposi­
tion theorem, as used in chapter 5.
The function [b+a(ip)n]V2, in the supersonic case, has branches on the ima-
Although equation (3.6) can now be formally factored, it is likely that calcula­
tions for the supersonic case are likely to be computationally prohibitive on 
existing facilities. Therefore, to conclude this section, an investigation parallel 
to that of the inner problem of chapter 5 (for the standard linear solid) will be 
made i.e. a remote-loading, subsonic, steady-state combination.
The power law material does not have a finite short-time modulus, as can be 
seen from its constitutive equation (in shear). This effectively restricts check­
ing based on elastic limits to the long-time case (the limiting case n - 0  also 
yields a linear elastic constitutive relation).
l
~~b —ginary axis described by lm(p)>0, Im(p)< -(— ) n . For any choice of c ,deRa
l L ----





i “f* logrb+autrl*<&.. 
%-p
(3.11)
—b —and/+> / -  are analytic for Im (p)>-( ) n , lm(p)<0 respectively.a
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The choice of (3(r) corresponding to equation (5.2.22) for the standard linear 
solid is
P ( r )= rn, 0< n< l. (3.12)
The prescription of section 2 of chapter 5 is used to generate K  vs V curves for
V2czvarious values of a - —-— with w=0.5 and g 0 =10, 5=1 fixed (also,
0
throughout this section, c = -—, |i=0.5). These are shown in Figure 6 .6 . As
V2
a —>0 , it can be seen that the curves are approaching typically elastic behaviour 
as described by equation (5.2.25). The approach to the static value (V-»0) is 
included for a = l  only: in this case AT(0)=3.16. For larger values of a, the 
curves are increasing in nature unlike the corresponding ones for the standard 
linear solid: this is connected with the fact that there is no short-time elastic K 
vs V upper bound for the power law material. It does not appear that the curves 
tend to some other limiting case as a —><».
The curves in Figure 6.7 demonstrate n-variation for the values 
«=0.1, 0.3, 0.5 (throughout, a 0 =10, 8 = a= l). For higher values, non­
uniqueness is found to occur: not only are the solutions that fit into the 
displayed progression found, but also others. Curves for these values are not 
displayed: work on these solutions is currently in progress using the Pitcon 
(University of Pittsburgh continuation) program. Walton (1987) draws attention 
to the breakdown in monotonicity of a local energy release rate for certain 
ranges of n with this particular material: this, however, happens for low values 
of n in his case. There are many differences between Walton’s model and the 
one presented here, the most prominent of which is the type of loading used.
Finally, to ascertain whether or not the K  vs V curves tend to a Griffith limit
when a 0, 8  are varied subject to a 0 8 = 1 0  (this was done with the parameters 
n - 0.5, T=l), Figure 6 . 8  was produced. Although there are other non- 
dimensional combinations apart from a  that are affected by the Gof 5 variation, 
there is a tie-up between the behaviour as Go—* 00 with o 0 5, a  fixed, and that 
for a — with a 0» 8  fixed (i.e. a short-time elastic limit). Therefore the 
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Conclusions and comments on possible future work.
This thesis has addressed a variety of time-dependent fracture problems in 
linear viscoelastic materials, taking into account the effect of finite, as opposed 
to infinitesimal, craze zones throughout. These problems naturally fall into two 
categories depending on whether the inertia term is kept or not, dynamic and 
quasi-static. The results from investigations in the latter category (chapters 3 
and 4) lead to the conclusion that, in the presence of a craze zone, there is a 
range of loading in which quasi-static crack motion is possible. This is not the 
case if a sharp crack in a viscoelastic material is considered; also quasi-static 
crack motion in an elastic material is not possible whether or not a craze zone 
is present (dynamic terms must be allowed for from the onset of motion). 
These conclusions seem to be relatively independent of the precise geometry 
and loading chosen, in view of the rather different models of chapters 3 and 4 
yielding similar conclusions.
Steady-state crack propagation with crack face traction loading was investigated 
in chapter 2 for the Maxwell liquid and in chapter 6  for the standard linear 
solid. The critical crack opening displacement fracture criterion was used to 
generate plots of nominal stress intensity factor and work-rate of applied trac­
tions against crack velocity. It can be seen that the curves corresponding to 
finite craze zones deviate considerably from those approaching the sharp crack 
limit.
Accelerating crack growth in the subsonic crack velocity range of the standard 
linear solid is treated in chapter 5 using the method of matched asymptotic 
expansions. It is believed that the matching could easily be extended to the 
supersonic regime, and an attempt is made to deal with the inner problem for
- 7 4 -
this case in section 2 of chapter 5. Unfortunately, the values of K  needed for 
matching are the ones closest to the long-time elastic limit and these prove to 
be the most troublesome to compute to reasonable accuracy: further work to 
obtain these particular values would be necessary before matching was 
attempted. There is, however, no conceptual problem as regards carrying out 
the matching. The main problem to overcome lies in the breakdown of the sub­
sonic matching just before the transition wave speed.
The analogue of the matched asymptotic expansions inner problem of chapter 5 
is treated for the power law material in the final section of chapter 6 . Its two 
parameter relaxation function does not fall into the same class as those of the 
other materials considered (i.e. the class of linear combinations of step func­
tions and exponentials). Together with the fact that the power law material 
does not possess a finite short-time modulus, this warrants separate investiga­
tion: the K  vs V curves generated do not behave in the same way as those for 
e.g. the standard linear solid. Non-uniqueness of solutions to the fracture cri­
terion equation for certain values of the parameter n is a new feature: for more 
realistic material models with five or more parameters, the loss of uniqueness 
will become more likely, and then it will be necessary to decide which of the 
generated curves is consistent with physical behaviour. An attempt to rational­
ise the non-uniqueness for these values of n would be worthwhile.
Computations based on the constant COD fracture criterion are inevitably 
time-consuming as they are displacement-intensive. For realistic loadings and 
relaxation functions, use of this criterion is undesirable. However, in a sense, it 
is the most appropriate choice when a craze zone is present.
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Appendix 1: Integration techniques used for Chapter 2.





where 8 eR+ is infinitesimal.
This integral is evaluated around a keyhole contour (mainly in the lower half 
plane), consisting of a large semi-circle indented to skirt round the branch cut
tends to infinity, the contributions from the arcs disappear, and the integral just 
above the real line can be expressed in terms of the branch cut integrals using 
Cauchy’s Residue Theorem (there are no poles inside the contour). One of 
these branch cut integrals turns out to be a copy of the other, and the result fol­
lows on making a change of variable and using the fact that
(which is taken to be Re(A,)=0,-----£Im(^)). As the radius of the semi-circlea





A symmetrising change of variable
followed by a rescaling
q'=vp'
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reduces the integral to
to “  i-q'-W +^-r 
 -----  f e v 4a dq',
which is a known Fourier transform to be found in Erdelyi (1954).
w(x >y)-----7r{.-x)'/lH (-x )  as|*|-*«>. (A1.3)
7t
Providing p  is small, the term
- y a * p * ( p + i ± - ) *  
e a
which appears in the exact formula for w (-x ,y )  can be approximated to first 
order by 1. Therefore
vv(/7 ,y)-----— for small p.
p 1
Using the relations between the values of a function at 0 (®o) and its transform 
at ©o (0) (Lighthill, 1958), this gives (A 1.3) as a first approximation.
The more accurate formula (2.3.5) is obtained by replacing the above exponen­
tial by
e-yp*W*
and evaluating the resulting integral by the method of steepest descent.
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Appendix 2: Derivation of static stresses in Mode III.
Consider the antiplane strain static crack problem in a linearly elastic material 
without the presence of body forces. On the crack faces, c 23 is specified to be 
a given function:
<*23 =8>  *<0- (A2-1)






(A2*3)dy ox dxdy 
i.e. o23, a 13 satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations, the function defined by the
following equation is analytic:
^r ( z ) ==<*23+ I <*l3- (A2.4)
The boundary conditions on the crack faces in terms of F  are
F(*+0i )+ F (x-0 i) 
F(x-0i)+F(x+0i)
from which it may be deduced that
=+2g(jc), —oo<x<xi, (A2.5)
(F -F  )(*+0i)= (F -F  )(jt-0*), (A2.6)
Therefore F - F  is an entire function identically equal to zero.
Hence
F(*+0/ )+F(jc-0/ )=+2 g (x) . (A2.7)
If a function G is now defined by
G{2)= {z-x{(t))'AF(z), (A2.8)
equation (A2.7) becomes
G(x+0i)-G (x-0i)=+2ig(x)(x1( t) -x )Vl, (A2.9)
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which, on use of the Plemelj formulae (Muskhelishvilli, 1953), yields
n x - z
Equations (A2.4,9,10) taken together give the final result for static stresses:
I x\ (x1- x ) l/2g(x)dx 
023+^13=— F ........- f — ----------------• (A2.ll)
Appendix 3: Kostrov’s solution for an accelerating crack in an 
elastic medium.
Kostrov (1966) solved the problem of a finite accelerating crack propagating 
under mode III conditions in an elastic medium, described by equations 
(5.1.7,8 a,8 b) for the special case jc1 (r)=-<». What follows is essentially a sum­
mary of his method, except that here we keep c, the shear wave speed, and |i, 
the shear modulus, general. In keeping with the original paper, we shall use z 
to signify a 2 3 -
The displacement at a point on the crack line is given by the formula
The crack path x=x2(t) splits the triangle S into two regions: Slf where z is 
known and S2, where it is not. We are aiming to find a formula for x ahead of 
the crack: to this end, rewrite equation (A3.1) for x>x2(t) in the form
(A3.1)
where S is the triangular region defined by
(t0- t ) 2~((x0~x)/c)2>0, OSrSf0 . (A3.2)
z(x,t)dxdt _ f f  p(x,t)dxdt (A3.3)








where (x0 yt0) becomes (^oj'Ho) new co-ordinate system. This reduces to
the Abel equation
J I— —  = J r— —  • (A3.6)
tu(4 ) Vno-Tl - 4  \Tio-T|
This has solution
/e _ , i Tl2(fli)pi(?o.nW%(§o)-nrfn ,t ,
Ui(^o.~no)=— e -  : " 7 T J   > n o ^ o ) .’ t \ T l o - Tl 2 ( S o )  - 4  \ T l o - 1 1
(A3.7)
In the original co-ordinates, this can be expressed as
ctQ- x 0+x -----------
p (   ------ )y]x2(t2)-xd x
x ( * o  .* < > )= — F  ~  " V  J  - - - - - -   * *o>x2(t0),nyxo-x2(t2) xo-cto xo~x
(A3.8)
where r2 is the solution of
ct0- x 0=ct2- x 2(t2).
A parallel analysis gives a similar result for the stress at the left edge of the 
crack, were it to be finite - this is not required for the semi-infinite crack prob­
lem posed in Chapter 5.
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Appendix 4: Correspondence between the two different notations 
used in this thesis for the constitutive equation of the 
standard linear solid.




f*8=  / / ( * - “ )g(u)du. (A4.2)
—OO
With this convention, p is the short time modulus.
Using the same definition for the convolution of two functions, the relation in 
Chapter 5 is
O i,=2n{ei,+«-|-((exp(-^-)//(0)*e,y(0)}. (A4.3)
Now p is the long-time modulus.
Henceforth we shall denote p, x in equation (A4.3) by p*, T* respectively.
This facilitates comparison between the two conventions. The two sets of con­
stants are related by the trio of equations
C X = /, (A4.4a)
p + = —H:.....,
1 + / ’
(A4.4b)
£ T * = ~ - - .
1 + /
(A4.4c)
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DYNAMIC CRACK GROWTH IN A VISCOELASTIC MATERIAL
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Freund and Hutchinson [1] investigated high strain-rate crack growth in 
an elastic-plastic material. Their model consisted of three zones of mater­
ial, each corresponding to a strain-rate range. The two highest ranges of 
strain-rate values described the material behaviour in the plastic zone. A 
critical near-tip energy release rate was used as a fracture criterion. A 
similar model is investigated here. The material description chosen is that 
of a Maxwell liquid, this resulting from taking the dominant term of the con­
stitutive equation from [1] in the region of the plastic zone nearest the 
crack tip (i.e., the region corresponding to the highest strain-rate range of 
the three). In contrast with [1], here we shall take the same rate-dependent 
constitutive equation in all of the material as opposed to only in the zone 
within which strain-rates are high. This reduces the problem to a linear one 
which can be solved explicitly. Apart from the wish to facilitate comparison 
with [1J, the choice of the material model is governed in part by the need to 
minimise the scale of the computations. Reference [2] contains numerical work 
based on the approximate analysis of [1], using as an example the growth of a 
macroscopic cleavage crack in mild steel - from this work the authors deduce 
that the approximations appear acceptably accurate except in a higher tempera­
ture rangeD
A new feature of the present analysis is the consideration of the effects 
of a finite cohesive zone, in which a constant cohesive stress a acts, 
whose extent may be comparable with the length scale of the applied loads.
A critical crack opening displacement fracture criterion is used. When a 
is sufficiently large, this is demonstrated to reduce to the energy release 
rate criterion, while finite provides a rudimentary model of a craze zone
such as exists adjacent to a crack tip in a viscoelastic polymer. The
solution to be presented thus serves the dual purpose of providing an expli­
cit realisation of the near-tip situation discussed in [1], and of assessing 
the influence of a craze zone during dynamic fracture of a polymer.
Willis [3] used the Wiener-Hopf technique to solve for stress and dis­
placement fields for steady-state motion in antiplane strain. Atkinson and 
Popelar [4] dealt with a similar problem in a viscoelastic strip, giving 
numerical results for stress intensity factor as a function of crack speed.
The Wiener-Hopf equation is numerically factored0 Popelar and Atkinson [5] 
dealt with the corresponding mode I problem. Having reformulated the Wiener- 
Hopf problem as a Riemann—Hilbert problem, and considering a general visco — 
elastic material, Walton [6] obtained expressions for stress fields in the 
plane of the crack as well as the stress intensity factor. His work includes 
an infinitesimal cohesive zone. The same methodology is used to solve the 
corresponding problem for a layer of general viscoelastic material [7] and to 
derive an expression for an energy release rate [8],
Steady state motion with uniform velocity V is studied, the crack faces 
being loaded with stresses travelling in tandem. Only antiplane strain (mode 
III) is considered, and body forces are ignored0 The Wiener-Hopf technique 
is used to solve for stress and displacement in the manner of Willis [3] which 
dealt with a parallel calculation for the standard linear solid. The loading
I n t  J o u m  o f  F ra c tu re  37 (1 9 8 8 )
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is then specialised to a step function to enable a simpler formula (in terms 
of single integrals) for the displacement to be obtained. Plots of the work 
performed by the loading forces per unit of crack extension (which is analo­
gous to G as used in [1], vs V, crack velocity, are drawn showing a similar 
U-shape to the G/G°. vs V curves in [1]. The behaviour at V=0 is consis­
tent with the t:LP relation K2=2yG, since y->0 as t-*» and K, the stress
intensity factor, is finite.
The constitutive equations for the Maxwell liquid (in shear) are 
9^   * i ox3 * i o 11
-  °i3 + x  ’ 1 = 1  > 2  ( 1 )x  *
where w=w(x^,x^,t)=u^ is the 3-component of displacement, o\^,i=l,2 are 
the two non-zero components of the stress tensor, p is a shear modulus and 
t^ is the relaxation time.
Using the techniques of Willis [3] gives the following formulae for 
stress and displacement:
exp(--x) exp(-u)f(u)(-u)2du
o97(x,0)= r-——  1 ----    , x>0 (2)
2 3  if -0 0  u - X
TTX
, _i i a ° exp(-u^)du**
di"(-s>°)^(vu+di) I f(u)du ' -; - x —— a  • s>0 (3)Trya2 * u (-u") 2(s+u-u>') 2
where £=min{(s+u),0}, V is the uniform crack velocity, and
b 1 f , ,-=— — $(-) (4a)
a ct^ . c
where




(p denotes density)0 
The step function
~oo» -d<x<0
F, - (d-HL) <x<-d (5)
0, x<-(d+L)
f(x) =
provides for both a shearing stress along a length L of the crack from the 
crack tip x=-d and a cohesive stress -oq from the crack tip to the end of 
the cohesive zone at x=0o A relation between F and oq is established by 
specifying that the stress intensity factor for the crack tip at x=0 identi­
cally vanish:
I n t  Jouim  o f  F raotuve  37 (1 988)
Evaluating (3) in integrated form for the step function given by (5) leads to 
to
CT0




A (s)=-2exp(--d)H(s,d,l) [1+— (d) ]+2exp [--(d+L) ]H(s,d+L,l) — (d) (9)
1 a cr g a o o
El ( s ) “v ! -  J f  A ^ ( s ' ) d s '
=-^{~exp(--d)H(s,d,3) [ 1+— (d) ]+^exp [--(d+L) ]H(s,d+L,3) — (d) } 
vt* 3 a o0 3 a o 0
and H(s,x,a) is defined as 
min{x,s} a
f  exp(-v) -S dv. (11)
J  a (x-v)'1
0
Formula (8) was checked by taking elastic (t^-*») and static (p->0) limits 
and these were in agreement with known results.
Using the fracture criterion C0D=6 (6 constant), the equation 
w(-d,0)=6/2 was solved numerically (using bisection) for each V, yielding a 
value of d. The corresponding values of K—K(d,V), nominal stress intensity 
factor, are plotted in Figo 1 for various ^ 0»  ^pairs such that Oo5=2y, where 
y is the surface energy per unit width (ag<5 represents the energy dissipated 
in the cohesive zone per unit of crack extension)0 K is defined by
K=2 J-F /l. This is done for the values a=0.125 and u=l, where a is a
1 7T C tdimensionless parameter defined by a =  All the curves tend to the ori­
gin, except in the Griffith limit itself. The monotone increasing
nature of the K vs V graphs implies that crack motion is stable at all 
speeds Vg ( 0 , c ) for the narticular value of a  chosenQ Increasing a  makes 
the material more elastic, and a decreasing section appears in each of the
I n t  Jouvn o f  F rao tuve  37 (1 9 8 8 )
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K vs V curves in an ever larger interval strictly contained in (0,c).
The total work done by the applied loading, per unit of crack extension, 
2F[w(-(d+L))-w(-d)] is plotted against V in Fig. 2, again for various P g ,6 
such that pg<5=2y and a=0.125,y=l. This total work per unit of extension 
corresponds to the total rate of energy absorption, both by viscoelastic 
dissipation in the bulk of the material and by absorption of energv in the
craze zone, and is analogous to the- overall energy release rate in the sense
used by Freund and Hutchinson [1], This latter quantity, pg 6=2y , is also 
plotted in Fig. 2, and is seen to represent only a small fraction of the 
total energy absorbed. Stored energy does not enter into the energy balance 
as it is constant, this being a steady state problem. Walton [8] defined 
the energy release rate G as the work done by cohesive forces: thus in 
Walton’s terminology, G=ag6 for the present model.
As ao increases, the curves converge to what we choose to call the
Griffith limit, in which the cohesive zone shrinks to a point but neverthe­
less a finite amount of energy, 2y per unit of crack extension is absorbed 
there. This can be viewed either as plastic dissipation or, alternatively, 
the cohesive stress pg can be regarded as resisting the breaking of bonds 
and hence giving rise to a specific surface energy y. The curves demonstrate 
that a finite yielding zone (with pg small) induces more dissipation through­
out the material than does the Griffith limit, except for small V. As pg 
increases, the domain of the stable branch of the curves (V>V . , the 
velocity where the minimum is attained) is reduced. However,111111 Fig. 1 
suggested that crack motion is stable for all velocities (with small a) with 
the dead loading that we have been using. A precise stability comparison 
with [1] is made difficult by the differences in loading, and the nonlin­
earity which is present in that model.
Walton [8] also includes a finite cohesive zone, but considers exponen­
tial forms for both the applied loading and the cohesive stresses. Unlike 
the current model, the zones of application for the two types of loading 
are not disjoint, and the assumption is made that e=a^/a <<1 where a^,a 
are length scales associated with the cohesive stresses and applied 
loads, respectively. An expression is derived for the energy release rate, 
and this is mainly studied as a function of crack speed for the cases of a 
standard linear solid and power law material, when e<<l. The analogous 
parameter in the present work would be e=d/L. The present work is less 
general than that of Walton [8] in that it concentrates on a Maxwell liquid 
but the case of finite pg and 6 (and hence d) is considered so that devi­
ations from the limit e<<l are shown explicitly.
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Figure 1. K, nominal stress intensity factor, vs velocity: Oq , 6 varied 
subject to 0 n6=lO.
------------------------ ( 7 0 = 1 0 ,6 = 1
 .................  a 0= 1 0 0 , 6=0.1
— a 0= 10 00 ,5 =0 .0 1
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Figure 2. Total work per unit of crack extension vs velocity: ao»5 varied 
subject to 0 q 5=1Oo
-----------------------  o g = 1 0 , 5=1
a0=100,S=0ol
-----------------  a 0=1000,S=0.01
-----------------  ao<5=10
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